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Abstract
New strategies and materials are needed to increase the energy and power
capabilities of lithium storage devices for electric vehicle and grid-scale applications.
Systems based on oxygen electrochemistry are promising due to the relatively high
potentials (- 3 V vs. Li) of Li-oxygen redox couples, which can enable high energy to be
stored in the absence of heavy and expensive transition metal-based compounds used in
conventional Li-ion battery electrodes. This thesis explores two strategies to incorporate
Li-oxygen redox electrochemistry into electrodes for high-power or high-energy devices:
(1) oxygen functionalization of carbon surfaces for fast surface Li storage, and (2) bulk
oxygen reduction and Li storage in Li-air batteries with a theoretical cell-level
gravimetric energy up to 4 times higher than Li-ion batteries.
First, we study the charge storage mechanisms in oxygen-functionalized
multiwalled carbon nanotube (MWNT) positive electrodes for high-power Li batteries.
Thin-film (below 3 im) electrodes are used as a platform for probing the kinetics of
surface redox reactions between Li+ and oxygen on MWNTs in asymmetric and
symmetric cell configurations. We next extend this concept to the development of
freestanding electrodes with more practical thicknesses (tens of pm). By varying the
MWNT functionalization time, we show that the surface oxygen concentration can be
controlled to yield electrodes with tunable energy and power characteristics, with typical
gravimetric energies of ~200 Wh/kgelectode at -10 kW/kgeectrode.
The second part of this thesis investigates fundamental and design considerations
to enable development of Li-air battery electrodes with high gravimetric energy,
improved round-trip efficiency, and increased stability upon cycling. Using aligned
carbon nanofiber (CNF) or nanotube (CNT) electrodes synthesized in-house, we report
the first observations of Li2 0 2 particle formation and shape evolution during discharge.
Highly porous (> 90% void volume) CNF electrodes achieve one of the highest
gravimetric energies (2400 Wh/kgdischarged at 30 W/kgdischarged) to date, demonstrating the
role of electrode structure in realizing the theoretical energy advantage of Li-air systems
at the laboratory scale. We next use CNT electrodes as a platform for studying chemical
and morphological changes occurring in the electrode during cycling, and find that poor
cycle life can be attributed to gradual accumulation of parasitic Li2CO 3 promoted by
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reactivity of the carbon substrate. Finally, we study the influence of Li 2O 2 discharge rate-
dependent structure and surface chemistry on the oxidation kinetics to probe the
fundamental origins of high overpotentials required on charge. An integrated
morphological, chemical, and electrochemical approach highlights new considerations for
the design of practical electrodes for increased round-trip efficiency and improved cycle
life.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Electrochemical Energy Storage Needs
Electrochemical energy storage has a vital role to play in society's transition to a
clean energy economy. As environmental impacts of fossil fuel combustion and
associated CO 2 emissions become increasingly apparent, attention has shifted to
renewable sources of energy, such as solar and wind, that have the potential to
Total a 973scum*.
Figure 1-1. 2011 U.S. primary energy consumption by source and sector. Numbers
are in units of quadrillion BTU. From U.S. Energy Information Administration
Annual Energy Review 2011, http://www.eia.gov/totalenergy.
complement and/or supplant existing petroleum, natural gas and coal-based sources
which combined comprise greater than 80% of today's U.S. energy supply (Fig. 1-1).
However, the intermittent availability of these renewable sources is a limiting challenge.
For example, mismatch between wind and solar energy supply and end-user needs will.
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limit utilization unless renewable energy can be properly stored and delivered on demand
(Fig. 1-2). Owing to their portability and lack of geographic constraints (e.g. as with
hydroelectric storage), electrochemical technologies such as electrochemical capacitors
(ECs), batteries, fuel cells, and electrochemically generated fuels present many potential
pathways to bridge clean energy supply and demand (Fig. 1-2).
Aside from direct electricity consumption, one of the most significant
Renewable energy sources End-user applications
Real-timedemand
Loadleveing High-power batteries, ECs
Long-term, High-energy batteries
portable storage
hours -days
H20 +402 + H2
Electrochemical fuels
C02+ 2H20 +43/202+ CH3OH
Storage time
Figure 1-2. Renewable energy utilization pathways linking sources (e.g. solar and wind)
to end-user demands such as transportation and residential and industrial power.
Electrochemical storage technologies such as high-power batteries, electrochemical
capacitors (ECs), high-energy batteries, fuel cells, and electrochemical fuels present a
range of options for conversion, storage, and use of cleanly generated energy.
opportunities to reduce energy consumption and CO2 emissions is in the transportation
sector. As seen in Fig. 1-1, transportation-related energy consumption accounts for
roughly 30% of U.S. energy consumption, of which more than 90% comes from
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petroleum. Electrochemical devices such as batteries, ECs and fuel cells are potential
replacements for internal combustion engines if metrics such as energy and power
performance, low cost, and robustness can be suitably met.
1.2 Electrochemical Energy Storage Devices: Performance Landscape
Among existing electrochemical energy storage technologies, lithium-ion (Li-ion)
batteries have received the majority of attention for use in electric transportation. This is
attributed largely to the fact that Li-ion batteries have among the highest gravimetric
energies (~150 Wh/kgevice, Fig. 1-3) of the commercially available battery chemistries,
It
Figure 1-3. Ragone plot of specific (gravimetric) power vs. energy of available
rechargeable battery technologies. From Dunn, B., et al., Science 334, 928-935 (2011).
along with suitable cycle life (hundreds of cycles) and safety. However, significant
technological challenges of Li-ion batteries limit the attractiveness of EVs for consumers.
For instance, the driving range of electric vehicles per charge is limited by the
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gravimetric energy of the battery, with typical driving ranges of tens to -265 miles (Fig.
1-4) that fall short of what is achievable (> 300 miles) for a tank of gasoline. Those
models that do achieve long driving ranges do so at the expense of very high battery pack
weight (Fig. 1-4; e.g., 30% of the total vehicle weight in the Tesla Model S is attributed
to the battery) and correspondingly high cost.'
60
Li-ion Pack Performance
for EVs
4) 40 mle
>4 0 245
0
S20 - 3 80
GM Nissan Ford Tesla Tesla
Volt Leaf Focus Roadster Model S
Figure 1-4. Percentage of total vehicle weight attributed to the battery pack for select
hybrid-electric (GM Volt) and all-electric (Nissan Leaf, Ford Focus, Tesla Roadster,
and Tesla Model S) vehicles currently on the market. The numbers overlaid on the
bars indicate the battery pack energy density in Wh/kg, while the numbers on top of
the bars indicate the driving range per charge in miles. Numbers were obtained from
specifications on vehicle manufacturer websites.
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Despite some initial commercial success of select EV models,2 today's energy
storage technologies fall short of what is needed to make EVs attractive to consumers on
a large scale. For instance, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) 3 has set a performance
target for Li-ion batteries of 150 Whlkgevice at 300 W/kgevice for passenger vehicles, as
shown in a Ragone plot (gravimetric power vs. energy) in Fig. 1-5. While sufficiently
high gravimetric energies (100 - 200 Wh/kgevice) are achievable from Li-ion batteries at
104
4" 10 3 HEV goal SUV40 1 PHEV goals
o 1 Passenger Car
o 10- Electrochemical strategy 2
C Capacitors
.E 10
Li-ion Batteries
10
10 1 0 102 310~ 10 10 10 10
Gravimetric Energy (Wh/kg)
Figure 1-5. Ragone plot showing device-level gravimetric energy and power
densities of commercial lithium-ion batteries and electrochemical capacitors (ECs),
and performance targets for hybrid-electric (HEV) and plug-in hybrid electric
vehicles (PHEV) from the U.S. Department of Energy and U.S. Advanced Battery
Consortium. The arrows labeled 'Strategy 1' and 'Strategy 2' indicate two high-level
approaches to increase the gravimetric energy of ECs (1) and of Li batteries (2) and
meet or exceed targets for PHEVs. Adapted from Lee, S.W., et al., Energy & Environ.
Sci. 4, 1972-1985 (2011).
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low powers (< 50 W/kgevice), the attainable energies decrease significantly with
increased power (e.g., only 60 - 80 Wh/kgdevice at 300 W/kgdevce). On the other hand,
while electrochemical capacitors (ECs) with powers up to 10 kW/kgevice (Fig. 1-5) can
meet high gravimetric power needs,4 the gravimetric energy (< 10 Wh/kgevice) is too low
to be used as a standalone technology for propulsion and is currently only suitable for
regenerative braking and auxiliary power. Increasingly, materials and devices are needed
that can (1) bridge the performance gap between existing high-power (ECs) and high-
energy (Li-ion) devices, and (2) that can also exceed the maximum energy limitations of
today's Li-ion batteries to meet performance targets for electrochemical storage
technologies (Fig. 1-5).
1.3 Electrochemical Capacitors
The energy and power characteristics of today's electrochemical storage technologies
(Fig. 1-5) and strategies to improve their performance can be understood in terms of the
energy storage mechanisms operating at the electrode level, which is described in detail
in the following.
1.3.1 Working Principles
For ECs, as with all electrochemical systems described in this thesis, the basic cell
constituents include a negative and positive electrode, an electrolyte, a porous polymer
separator to maintain electrical isolation between the two electrodes while permitting ion
transport, and components such as current collectors, springs, and seals used in assembly
of the cell. Electrode materials typically consist of high surface area carbons or transition
metal oxides, as discussed further below. At the positive electrode during discharge, the
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electrode is negatively polarized and the electrical charge is compensated by electrolyte
ions (typically Li* for nonaqueous electrolytes considered in this thesis). It is the latter
process, namely the mechanism of Li+ ion storage, that distinguishes the energy and
power characteristics of ECs from Li-ion batteries.
In ECs, charge is compensated by physical adsorption of an oppositely charged
electrolyte ion at the electrode surface/electrolyte interface, such as shown in Fig. 1-6.
The amount of charge that can be stored per mass for a given polarization (AV) is
characterized by the electrode material's specific capacitance, C [F/g], where C = cA/d (e
is the dielectric constant of the electrolyte, A is the electrode surface area, and d is the
distance between the electrode surface and adsorbed ions). Because charge is stored on
Electrochemical capacitor Li-ion Battery
e-
discharge
p+
.0 0 0000 0 O @
C0 QO .... *. ,e+ 00O
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positive electrolyte negative (UCoN (Graotp)
electrode electrode
Figure 1-6. Schematic of charge storage processes occurring in electrochemical
capacitors during discharge (a) and in Li-ion batteries during discharge and charge.
Adapted from Lee, S.W., et al., Energy & Environ. Sci. 4, 1972-1985 (2011).
the surface of active materials and the interior of active particles is not utilized in ECs,
the gravimetric energy (< 10 Wh/kgevice) 4 is relatively low. However, the fast surface
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adsorption process enables high gravimetric powers (Fig. 1-5) and exceptional cycle life
(hundreds of thousands of cycles with minimal capacity fade) 5 owing to the absence of
material strains in surface storage processes.
1.3.2 Performance and Materials Challenges
The gravimetric energy of an EC is proportional to the product of cell capacitance and the
square of the cell voltage, E = % CV 2 . Strategies to increase the gravimetric energy of
devices have focused on increasing both of these parameters. High capacitance can be
achieved using electrode materials with high specific surface areas such as nanoporous
(e.g. activated) carbons (1000-2000 m2/g), 6 where gravimetric capacitances of -150-200
F/gcarbon can be achieved in aqueous cells.7 In nonaqueous cells, fine-tuning of the pore
size relative to the adsorbed desolvated ion size 8-11 has been shown to yield a several-fold
increase in capacitance by enabling effective use of micropores (< 2 nm). A third
approach to increase capacitance involves utilizing redox-active transition metal oxides
such as RuO24' 12 and MnO2,'' 13, 14 where surface- and near-surface charge transfer
reactions (pseudocapacitance) with protons from aqueous electrolyte can enable
capacitances approaching 1200 F/g and 800 F/g, respectively.7 However, RuO 2 is
prohibitively expensive for practical use, while MnO2 suffers from low electronic
conductivity and stability issues. 14
The use of organic electrolytes enables the voltage range of cells to be extended to
2.7-3.0 V, or in some cases as high as 4.0 V.is, 16 For example, ultra high-purity single
wall nanotubes15 achieved cell voltages up to 4.0 V and capacitances of -160 F/geectrode,
with a gravimetric energy of 94 Wh/kgeetrode at 210 kW/kgeectrode. High gravimetric
energies of 171 Wh/kgeectrode (at -2 kW/kgeectrode) have also been reported for graphene
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electrodes in an EMIMBF 4 ionic liquid electrolyte1 6 in a symmetric cell configuration,
which was attributed to a combination of the high cell operating voltage (4.0 V) and the
open pore structure of the mesoporous graphene, which yielded high capacitance (154
F/geectrode). Another approach to develop high energy and -power devices has been to use
asymmetric cell configurations combining a "battery-like" negative electrode and a
"capacitor-like" positive electrode. 17-19 For example, a graphite/activated carbon cell
reported by Khomenko et al.18 achieved an energy density of 103 Wh/kgcein at 10
kW/kgceii, with cell voltages up to 4.5 V and relatively stable performance over thousands
of cycles. The use of asymmetric devices appears promising if the high power
performance and good cycle life of the capacitive electrode are not compromised. 19-21
Further increases in energy density beyond - 200 Wh/kglectrode may require new
approaches, as will be presented in this thesis in Chapter 2.
1.4 Lithium-ion Batteries
1.4.1 Working Principles
In contrast to ECs, which store charge by physical ion adsorption at the electrode surface,
Li-ion batteries store charge via Faradaic redox reactions that utilize the full volume of
the active material. A schematic of a Li-ion battery, such as those used in consumer
electronics and EVs, is shown in Fig. 1-6. The positive electrode typically consists of an
intercalation compound such as a transition metal oxide, e.g. LiCoO 2,22 or phosphate, e.g.
22LiFePO 4, which can structurally accommodate the reversible insertion and removal of
Li+. Typical positive electrode potentials for lithium insertion / removal in these and other
positive electrode materials range from 3 - 4.2 V vs. Li (Fig. 1-7). The negative electrode
most commonly consists of graphite, C6 , with a Li intercalation potential around 0.1 - 0.2
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V vs. Li (Fig. 1-7). In the charged state, Li is contained within the negative electrode as
LixC6 and the positive electrode is in a delithiated state, LiixCoO 2. During discharge, the
positive electrode is reduced by electrons drawn from the negative electrode side, and Li+
ions intercalate into the positive electrode structure to compensate the electric charge
until all available sites are filled (forming LiCoO 2 at full lithiation). As the capacity of
graphite (theoretical 372 mAh/ggaphite) is much higher than the capacities of typical
positive electrodes (150 - 250 mAh/gpsitive, Fig. 1-7), the total amount of charge stored in
a battery per unit weight is limited by the capacity (mAh/g) of the positive electrode.
4L
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1.4.2 Performance and Materials Challenges
The gravimetric energy of a Li-ion electrode is determined by the product of the cell
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voltage (Epositive - Enegative) and the gravimetric capacity. Cell-level theoretical and
practical (commercially attained) gravimetric and volumetric energies of the most
common Li-ion batteries available today are shown in Fig. 1-8. The practical gravimetric
energies of Li-ion batteries achieve only 30-40% of what is theoretically possible, due to
the significant added mass of inactive components such as electrolyte, current collectors
and packaging used in commercial battery construction. While further increases in
gravimetric energy of Li-ion batteries are therefore possible, they are practically difficult
3371
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Figure 1-8. Gravimetric and volumetric energy of Li batteries: theoretical vs
commercial single cells. LFP#1: LiFePO4 with cell size 54208; LFP#2: LiFePO 4 with
cell size 26650. The cell size for LiMn 2O4, LiCoO 2, and Si-LiMO 2 (from Panasonic)
is 26700, 18650, and 18650, respectively. The theoretical energy was calculated
assuming only the weights of the electrochemically active components; lithium,
silicon or graphite with no carbon additive was used for the negative electrode.
Reproduced from Lu, Y.-C. and Gallant, B.M. et al., Energy & Environ. Sci. 6, 750-
768 (2013).
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to attain. For instance, the LiCoO 2 system attains one of the highest percentages of the
theoretical because it has been engineered and improved over more than 20 years, yet still
achieves less than half of what is possible based on the intrinsic electrode energies.
Substantial research efforts in the battery field have focused on increasing both
the voltage and gravimetric capacity of positive electrodes. The search for redox couples
with higher potentials and high capacities have yielded some exciting candidates, for
example vanadium (V"-Vl*)2 or nickel (Ni4*-Ni2+)23 phosphates, which have theoretical
gravimetric capacities of approximately 300 mAh/g at high intercalation potentials above
3.5 VU. 23 -2 6 The high gravimetric capacities in these systems arise from the fact that V
and Ni atoms can serve as two-electron redox centers with a wide reversible state of
charge compared to typical positive electrodes (e.g. LiCoO 2) that accommodate only one
electron and Li per transition metal site. However, significant efforts are needed to
demonstrate stable and reversible utilization of the full state of charge for phosphate
compounds, while electrolyte instability at voltages above 4.5 VU currently limits the use
of the higher voltage systems despite their theoretical promise.
Regardless of whether these barriers can be overcome, the capacity and energy of
intercalation compounds is fundamentally limited by the material structure and the
weight and volume of the host material required to provide active Li storage sites. New
concepts that break from traditional intercalation compounds are needed to meet the high
performance targets set for electrochemical energy storage systems (Fig. 1-5).
1.5 Lithium-0 2 Batteries
1.5.1 Working Principles
Lithium-oxygen (Li-0 2, also referred to as Li-air) batteries 27 -29 (Fig. 1-9) are
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considered particularly attractive for future energy storage devices because they represent
a break from some of the constraints of Li-ion electrodes described above. In the positive
(02) electrode of a Li-0 2 cell during discharge, Li* is stored by direct electrochemical
reduction of gaseous 02 to form a solid phase, Li20 2, by the reaction3"
Positive electrode: 2Li+ + 2e- + 02 -* Li 2 02, El = 2.96 V vs. Li (1-1)
Lithium-Oxygen Battery
Figure 1-9. Discharge and charge processes of a prototypical Li-0 2 battery. The
negative electrode is Li metal and the positive electrode consists of carbon particles
(shown in gray) on which Li2O2 forms during discharge. Catalysts to promote the
discharge and charge reaction kinetics may also be included (shown in yellow).
Reproduced from Lu, Y.-C. et al., Energy & Environ. Sci. 4, 2999 (2011).
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where electrons are supplied from the negative electrode side, which can be Li metal or
C6 as in conventional Li-ion batteries. Upon charge, this reaction is reversed and Li 20 2 is
electrochemically oxidized, returning 02 to the gas phase and electrons back to the
negative electrode.
The heavy transition metal used in Li-ion intercalation electrodes is omitted in Li-
02 batteries, and the structure of the discharged phase Li 20 2 permits two electrons / LiF
ions to be stored per formula unit. As a result, the theoretical capacity (1168
mAh/gLi2O2)31 and gravimetric energy (3212 Wh/kgLi2O2, assuming a practical discharge
voltage of 2.75 V vs. Li3 l) of the discharged phase Li20 2 are substantially higher than
those achievable with Li-ion positive electrodes (-350 - 600 Wh/kgpositive, Fig. 1-8).
When considering the weight of the negative electrode in the calculation, the
gravimetric energy density advantage of a full Li-0 2 cell compared to a Li-ion cell
decreases, as shown in Fig. 1-10. For example, a full Li-0 2 cell using a C6 or Li negative
electrode is projected to have 691 and 2002 Wh/kgeectrodes, respectively. Upon
comparison with today's Li-ion batteries (C6-LiCoO 2 , 584 Wh/kgelectrodes), the Li-Li20 2
(2002 Wh/kgeectrodes) system represents roughly only a 3-fold improvement, which is
lower than that considering the positive electrode alone (~5x). However, given the
difficulty in achieving even fractional gravimetric energy improvements in Li-ion
batteries, such an increase is still technologically significant.
The discharge product Li20 2 (Equation 1-1) is a solid, insulating phase that
grows within the pores of the electrode during discharge (Fig. 1-9). While the theoretical
numbers in Fig. 1-10 assume the formation of a solid monolithic phase, practical
electrodes require additional architecture, typically carbon, to physically support the
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Figure 1-10. Estimated cell-level gravimetric and volumetric energy of Li-0 2
batteries and comparison with state of the art Li-ion batteries. LiCoO 2 and 02 (Li 20 2)
are used as the positive electrode with carbon (C) or Li as the negative electrode. The
cell voltages used for C-LiCoO 2, C-Li20 2, Li-LiCoO 2, and Li-Li20 2 are 3.7 V, 2.45
V, 4.0 V, and 2.75 V, respectively. Neither catalyst (for 02 cells), carbon, electrolyte,
nor packaging were included in the calculations. The positive electrode (LiCoO 2 or
Li20 2) is assumed to be lithiated and an additional two times excess lithium is used as
the lithium negative electrode. Reproduced from Lu, Y.-C. and Gallant, B.M. et al.,
Energy & Environ. Sci. 6, 750-768 (2013).
formation and growth of Li20 2 and to ensure adequate electrical conductivity throughout
the electrode. Designing an 02 electrode for high gravimetric and volumetric energy
therefore involves maximizing the weight and volume of Li20 2 that can be formed in the
electrode while minimizing of the weight and volume of the substrate. Nanostructured
carbon electrodes with high void volumes are therefore an attractive candidate material
for high-energy Li-0 2 electrodes, which will be discussed further in Chapters 4-6.
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1.5.2 Performance and Materials Challenges
Li-0 2 batteries face substantial performance challenges that currently limit their
practical applications. Among these, one of the most significant is the high voltage
required to oxidize Li 20 2 (-4 V vs. Li compared to -2.7 V on discharge) leading to low
round-trip efficiencies (< 80%)28, 32 and the low cycle life (< 100 cycles). 2 8, 33 Significant
efforts have been expended in the search for effective 02 electrocatalysts 2 9 , 34-38 that can
promote lower charging voltages, and certain metal (e.g. Pt, Ru)38 and oxide 37 catalysts
have successfully accomplished this. However, the processes occurring on charge that
give rise to the observed overpotentials are not currently understood, and this knowledge
gap limits rational and improved electrode design. Fundamental understanding of the
intrinsic charging kinetics of Li20 2 and how the structural and chemical properties of
Li20 2 affect the kinetics in the absence of catalysts is needed. Such an integrated physical
picture could then be useful in guiding further catalyst development.
The second major challenge of Li-0 2 batteries is the poor chemical stability of
Li 20 2 in the presence of cell components such as the carbon electrode, electrolyte solvent
and salt, electrode binder, and atmospheric contaminants, which have direct implications
for the long-term cycling stability of Li-0 2 electrodes. It is now widely known 39' 40 that
carbonate-based electrolytes are unsuitable for Li-0 2 batteries due to the formation of
undesirable Li2 CO 3 during discharge instead of Li 20 2 , leading to evolution of CO 2 and
not 02 on charge ' 41 as required for a reversible system. Although ether-based
electrolytes are more stable upon first discharge and support formation of predominantly
Li2O2,31, 40, 42-44 Li 2CO3 has also been detected in electrodes discharged in ether
electrolytes 4 2, 45 and has been found to gradually dominate the discharge product
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chemistry after just a few cycles. However, there is little unique evidence on where
Li 2 CO3 is distributed in the electrode (relative to Li 2O 2 and carbon), if it is crystalline and
how the amount, the morphology and crystallinity evolve during cycling. Such an
understanding is important to understand the origin of Li 2 CO3 formation, whether it is
catastrophic for cell performance, and whether it can be avoided by improved electrode
design. Fundamental origins of Li2 CO 3 formation and the influence on cycling
performance have been studied, and will be presented in this thesis in Chapter 5.
1.6 Thesis Scope
This thesis explores two strategies for increasing the gravimetric energy of Li storage
devices in light of the challenges described above. Chapter 2 investigates oxygen
functionalization of multiwall carbon nanotube (MWNT) electrodes to increase the
gravimetric energy of capacitive materials by introducing Faradaic redox sites into a
high-power carbon framework. The charge storage mechanisms are investigated in
different symmetric and asymmetric cell configurations and we find that the electrode
kinetics are governed by redox reactions between Li+ and surface oxygen. The stability of
charge storage on surface oxygen is studied by self-discharge tests that characterize the
suitability of LbL-MWNT electrodes for practical applications.
Building on these findings, Chapter 3 reports two significant advances in design
capability for high-energy, high-power electrodes using functionalized few-walled carbon
nanotubes (FWNTs). First, Li-oxygen storage concepts developed in Chapter 2 are
successfully scaled to create thicker (tens of ptm), more practical electrodes that are
freestanding, avoiding the need of a substrate. Second, we demonstrate a new level of
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control over the energy and power characteristics of functionalized FWNTs by
controlling the oxidation time and resulting surface oxygen concentration. These
findings highlight new design parameters for tuning energy and power in oxygen-
functionalized CNT systems by exerting control over the intrinsic charge storage
mechanisms.
While Li-oxygen storage on functionalized nanocarbon frameworks can permit
high gravimetric energies up to 500 Wh/kgpositive, charge storage is limited to the surfaces
of active materials and the volume of the electrode is not well utilized. Further increases
in gravimetric and volumetric energy from lithium-oxygen systems will require the use of
systems that can achieve bulk-scale storage such as Li-0 2 batteries reported in Chapter
4-6 with a potential 2-4x increase in gravimetric energy compared to today's Li-ion
batteries.
Chapter 4 reports the development of a new class of electrode materials, aligned
carbon nanofibers (CNF), as the positive electrode for Li-0 2 batteries. The high void
volume (estimated > 90%) of these materials is designed to accommodate high volume
filling of Li 2O2 during discharge while minimizing the carbon loading. It will be shown
that these novel electrode structures achieve discharged electrode gravimetric energy
(2400 Wh/kgdischarged) that is 75% of the theoretical (3212 Wh/kgLi20 2). More
interestingly, the visual contrast between the aspect ratio of CNFs and the Li 2O2 formed
upon discharge permits some of the earliest insights into how Li 2O2 nucleates, grows, and
fills the Li-0 2 electrode during discharge, and how it decomposes upon charging.
Chapter 5 investigates the cycling behavior of Li-0 2 batteries and the
corresponding morphological and chemical changes that influence the reversibility of
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electrodes. To do so, we extended the electrode concept first developed in Chapter 4 to
develop free-standing (substrate-free) vertically aligned carpets of carbon nanotubes
(VACNTs). Because these electrodes contain only carbon, the possible chemical
instability of binder 46' 47 in the presence of LiO 2 or other reactive discharge intermediates
is removed, enabling a more controlled study of substrate and electrolyte stability. We
employ X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) as a spectroscopic tool to study
changes in discharge product chemistry, and transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) to study how the discharge product
morphology and crystallinity change with cycling. We find that the parasitic product
Li 2 CO 3 increasingly forms during cycling and accumulates in the electrode, influencing
the oxidation kinetics and charging efficiency of 02 electrodes after just a few cycles.
Finally, Chapter 6 provides a detailed characterization of the discharge and
charge kinetics associated with the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) and oxygen
evolution reaction (OER) and of the interplay between kinetics, discharge product
morphology, discharge product chemistry, and electronic properties. Two distinct
morphologies, Li20 2 small particles and Li 20 2 discs, are observed and serve as a platform
for investigating how the surface and bulk properties of different morphologies, as
probed by XANES, X-ray diffraction (XRD), and TEM, influence the discharge and
charge processes. Such an understanding is needed to guide development of improved 02
electrodes with higher rate capabilities and round-trip efficiencies that consider not only
the structure of the substrate, but also the physical properties of the discharge product as
part of a rational design strategy.
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Chapter 2: Electrochemical Performance of Thin-Film
Functionalized Carbon Nanotube Electrodes in Nonaqueous Cells
2.1 Introduction
Electrochemical capacitors (ECs) 4, s, 7, 12, 48-51 are playing an increasingly
important role as energy storage devices in applications requiring high power and
durability, from rapid-charging power tools and load-leveling of the electric grid5 , 4 9 , 52 to
integrated power supplies for on-chip and microscale devices."' 10, 50 As discussed in the
Introduction, novel electrode material concepts are needed to achieve both high energy
and power within a single device and enable the development of more versatile energy
storage systems for transportation and grid applications. One promising strategy is to
seek electrode materials that can improve the energy density of high-power, long cycle
life materials and devices by combining the intrinsic advantages of batteries and ECs.
Several materials design strategies utilized in the literature to increase the energy
density of EC electrode materials have been outlined in the Introduction (Section 1.3.2).
In this chapter, a different design strategy is presented: chemical modification of
nanocarbon electrode surfaces with oxygen-based functionalities to introduce Faradaic
charge storage sites. The objective of such a strategy is to combine the high power
capabilities of a nanocarbon framework with a "battery-like" redox storage mechanism
anchored on the surface. While previous studies have introduced pseudocapacitive
materials, including nano-size RuO 2, ' MnO 2 , 54-56 MoO 3 ,57 and conducting polymers56'
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58, 59 into carbon frameworks, using organic molecules such as nitrogen and oxygen 55, 60
for pseudocapacitance is attractive to minimize the weight and cost of electrodes.
Our previous work12', , reported the functionalization of carboxylic (-COOH)
and amine (-NH 2) multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) and their incorporation into
thin film electrodes using layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly.61' 62 In the LbL process,
MWNT electrodes are electrostatically self-assembled on a conducting substrate via an
automated, alternating dipping process into pH-adjusted aqueous dispersions of the
positively- or negatively-charged functionalized MWNTs. The resulting films are
conformal and binder-free, and consist of randomly aligned, well-percolated MWNTs
with an open pore structure (density = 0.83 g/cm 3)61. Further, the LbL process allows
precisely controlled film thicknesses at the nanometer scale. LbL-MWNT electrodes with
thicknesses of 0.31 gm were shown to have a gravimetric capacitance of ~250 F/g from
cyclic voltammetry (1 mV/s) and a gravimetric capacity of ~200 mAh/g (at 0.4 A/g)
when tested in the voltage range 1.5 - 4.5 V vs. Li.60 Further, LbL-MWNT electrodes
were shown to deliver exceptionally high gravimetric energy (~200 Wh/kgpositive) at high
gravimetric powers of-100 kW/kgpsitive, yielding comparable energies to Li-ion batteries
at low powers (1-5 kW/kgpositive), and significantly higher (5-10 times) the energy density
of Li-ion batteries at high powers (>10 kW/kgiectrode). The high gravimetric energy of
LbL-MWNT electrodes in nonaqueous cells was proposed to originate from utilization of
Faradaic reactions between Li+ and oxygen-containing functional groups at -3.2 V vs. Li
in additional to double-layer storage in the voltage range 1.5 - 4.5 V vs. Li.6 0
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Figure 2-1. Schematic of charge storage mechanisms available in LbL-MWNT cells
and comparison with electrochemical devices. (a) Upon charge, LbL-MWNT
asymmetric cells with a Li storage negative electrode utilize Faradaic reactions
involving surface functional groups and double layer charging with electrolyte ions,
combining the charge storage mechanisms available in conventional Li-ion batteries
(c) and ECs (d). In symmetric LbL-MWNT cells (b), charge neutrality requires that
electrolyte ions remain in the electrolyte, and therefore there is no net Faradaic
reaction comparable to conventional ECs (d).
The proposed origin of the high energy and power in LbL-MWNT / Li cells is
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shown schematically in Fig. 2-1, which compares electrochemical processes occurring in
LbL-MWNT asymmetric cells (Fig. 2-la) with conventional Li-ion batteries and porous
electrochemical capacitors (Fig. 2-1c and 2-1d). In all cases, charge neutrality
requirements in the electrolyte prevent the net addition or removal of ions from the liquid
phase. In Li-ion batteries utilizing two different intercalation electrodes (Fig. 2-1c),
charge neutrality is achieved through coupled Faradaic processes at the positive and
negative electrodes such that Li+ deintercalation from one electrode is accompanied by
intercalation at the opposing electrode. The presence of a Li 'source' and a Li 'sink'
electrode in a Li-ion battery therefore permits Li+ ions to leave the electrolyte and be
stored within the volume of the active electrode material due to charge compensation at
the opposite electrode. In ECs consisting of two symmetric, high surface area materials
that cannot intercalate ions (Fig. 2-1b and 2-1d), such a mechanism is not possible and
charge storage only occurs at the surface through double-layer adsorption of electrolyte
ions that remain in the liquid phase.
In LbL-MWNT / Li asymmetric cells, the two storage modes of batteries and ECs
are combined: (1) surface functional groups can store Li+ ions through Faradaic reactions
when the negative electrode (e.g. Li metal or a pre-lithiated intercalation compound) can
provide a coupled Faradaic reaction to maintain charge neutrality in the electrolyte, and
(2) Li+ can also be stored in the double layer of MWNTs (Fig. 2-1a). Upon discharge of
an LbL-MWNT/Li cell, electrons can be stored at oxygen functional group sites or on the
MWNT surface, with corresponding Li+ ion pseudocapacitance or adsorption in the
double layer, respectively. Upon charge, Li+ ions desorb from the surface, and are also
oxidized from functional groups at higher potentials (above -3 V vs. Li). Additionally,
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double-layer adsorption of PF6 anions can occur at higher voltages (> 3 V vs. Li) where
the MWNT electrode is positively polarized. As shown in this work, the asymmetric cell
configuration with a Li source is critical to fully access available redox processes with
surface oxygen and to achieve high energy densities.
This chapter studies the performance of LbL-MWNT electrodes as positive
electrodes in various configurations in asymmetric and symmetric cells, with the
objective of improving fundamental understanding of the relevant charge storage
mechanisms and kinetics. First, we study performance in Li cells with different organic
electrolytes to develop mechanistic insights into how electrolyte anions and cations can
influence energy and power. Using cyclic voltammetry and galvanostatic testing, we next
investigate the influences of rate and electrode thickness on the electrode performance.
LbL-MWNT electrode performance is also characterized in a practical asymmetric cell
configuration with a pre-lithiated Li4Ti5 O12 (LTO) negative electrode, and in symmetric
cells consisting of two LbL-MWNT electrodes. The effect of cell configuration on the
available charge storage mechanisms and gravimetric energy/power of electrodes will be
discussed. Finally, we investigate self-discharge phenomena occurring at open circuit at
30 'C and 50 'C to probe the suitability of these electrodes for practical applications.
2.2 Experimental
LbL-MWNT films were fabricated on ITO-coated glass slides according to the
layer-by-layer process involving electrostatic adsorption of alternately charged MWNTs,
as detailed previously. 61 Assembly was performed using a modified Carl Zeiss DS50
programmable slide stainer. Following film assembly, the films were dried in air and then
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heat treated sequentially at 150 *C in vacuum for 12 hours and at 300 'C in H2 for 2
hours to improve film mechanical integrity and increase electrical conductivity.61
Electrode thickness was determined using a Tencor P-10 Profilometer and film volume
was related to mass using a quartz crystal microbalance, from which the density of LbL-
MWNT films was determined to be 0.83 g/cm 3 after the heat treatments.
The Li4Ti5On2 (LTO) electrode was prepared using a solid-state method with
Li2CO 3 (Alfa Aesar, 99.998%) and TiO2 (anatase, MTI Corporation, 99.99%, particle
size 5-10 nm). Li2CO 3 and TiO 2 were uniformly mixed (with a weight ratio of Li to Ti of
4.2/5.0), and the mixture was pre-heated at 600 'C for 1 hour in dry air. The product from
the pre-heat treatment was reground, pelletized, and then reheated up to 850 'C in dry air.
To make the electrode, 80 wt% LTO was mixed with 10 wt% SUPER-P® carbon black
and 10 wt% polyvinylidene fluoride (PVdF) in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP). The
mixture was cast on aluminum foil with a doctor blade and was dried in a vacuum oven at
60 'C for 2 hours and then at 110 'C for 12 hours. LTO electrodes with an area of 2.36
cm 2 (average weight: 9.24 mg) were prelithiated by lithium metal prior to
electrochemical testing with LbL-MWNT electrodes. After preconditioning LTO by
repeating lithiation and delithiation several times at 0.2 C (35 mA/g), lithiation was
stopped at about 70% of the full capacity for use in LTO/LbL-MWNT cells.
Two-electrode electrochemical cells (Tomcell Co. Ltd., Japan) were assembled
with LbL-MWNT film on ITO-coated glass as the positive electrode and lithium foil
(2.54 cm 2) or LTO as the negative electrode. For general testing, the electrolyte was 1 M
LiPF6 in ethylene carbonate (EC) and dimethyl carbonate (DMC) 3:7 vol% (Kishida
Chem. Corp. Ltd., Japan) contained within two microporous separators (Celgard 2500).
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For electrolyte-specific tests, either I M LiC1O 4 in propylene carbonate (PC) solvent or 1
M (C 2 H5 )4 NBF4 (tetraethylammonium tetrafluoroborate, or TEABF 4) in a mixture of PC
and DMC (1:1 vol%) were used (also from Kishida Chem. Corp. Ltd., Japan). In order to
improve wettability of the separator by the PC solvent, two Celgard 3501 separators
(surfactant coated) were used with the latter two electrolytes. In all tests, the planar
electrode area of LbL-MWNT electrodes was 1.05 cm 2 and thickness ranged between
300 nm (30 bilayers) to 3 ptm (200 bilayers). Aluminum foil (25 gm thickness) was
attached to the ITO-coated glass slide as the positive current collector with an area of 1.5
cm x 0.7 cm in contact with LbL-MWNT film. The symmetric cell was constructed by
utilizing a second LbL-MWNT electrode of equal thickness as the negative electrode. No
pre-lithiation was performed for the symmetric cell electrodes prior to cell assembly.
Electrochemical testing was performed using a Solartron 4170 at room temperature
unless otherwise noted. The voltage range for lithium cells was 1.5 - 4.5 V vs. Li, while
that of LTO cells and symmetric cells was 0.0 - 3.0 V vs. Li (corresponding to -1.5 - 4.5
V vs. Li for the positive electrode potential in all tests). In all cases unless otherwise
noted, galvanostatic tests included a constant voltage hold at the lowest and highest
potentials (e.g. 1.5 and 4.5 V vs. Li) for 30 minutes preceding charge and discharge,
respectively. The average capacitance was determined from cyclic voltammetry by
dividing the average gravimetric reduction current by the scan rate, and from
galvanostatic testing by dividing the discharge capacity by the voltage window in the
range 4.5 - 1.5 V vs. Li or relevant discharge voltage range for the cell configuration
being studied.
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Figure 2-2. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) of LbL-MWNT electrodes in lithium cells with
1 M LiPF6 (EC:DMC 3:7 v%), 1 M LiClO 4 (PC), and 1 M TEABF 4 (PC:DMC 1:1
v%) electrolyte at a scan rate of (a) 1 mV/s, (b) 5 mV/s, and (c) 100 mV/s. (d)
Comparison of average gravimetric capacitance as a function of average discharge
current obtained from CV (open symbols) and galvanostatic (filled symbols) tests
(Fig. 2-3 and additional data).
2.3 Results and Discussion
2.3.1 The influence of electrolyte salt on the gravimetric energy of LbL-MWNT electrodes
Cyclic voltammetry of LbL-MWNT electrodes with thicknesses of 0.63 pm was obtained
in lithium cells with three different electrolytes including 1 M LiPF6 (EC:DMC 3:7 v%),
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1 M LiClO 4 (PC), and 1 M TEABF 4 (PC:DMC 1:1 v%), as shown in Fig. 2-2. At 1 mV/s
(Fig. 2-2a), the gravimetric currents of all three electrolytes were comparable in the
voltage range 2.0 - 4.0 V vs Li, with the gravimetric current of LiPF6 (average 0.18 A/g)
slightly higher than that of LiClO 4 (average 0.14 A/g) or TEABF 4 (average 0.12 A/g).
This yields comparable gravimetric capacitances of LBL-MWNT electrodes in LiPF 6,
LiClO 4 and TEABF4 (~160-170 F/g at ~0.2 A/g, open symbols) in Fig. 2-2d which
suggests that TEA+ cations can undergo Faradaic reactions with surface oxygen species
on functionalized MWNTs analogous to Li+ in the cases of LiPF 6 and LiClO 4 . The large
currents at voltages greater than 4.0 V vs. Li in the case of LiClO 4 and TEABF4 are most
likely related to the oxidation of PC solvent.6 3 The gravimetric currents obtainable from
the TEABF 4 electrolyte were lower than those from the LiPF6 and LiClO 4 electrolytes
with increasing scan rate (5 and 100 mV/s in Fig. 2-2b-c), indicating kinetic limitations
associated with TEA+ interactions with MWNTs.
Galvanostatic testing of LbL-MWNT electrodes in the TEABF 4 (Fig. 2-3a)
electrolyte exhibits similar discharge capacities and rate capability trends to those in the
LiClO4 (Fig. 2-3b) and LiPF6 electrolytes (Fig. 2-6a). For example, the discharge
capacities obtained at 1 A/g were comparable at 130 - 145 mAh/g for all three
electrolytes (Fig. 2-3c). In addition, the average gravimetric capacitances of LbL-MWNT
electrodes obtained from galvanostatic data were comparable among the different
electrolytes, as shown in Fig. 2-2d (filled symbols). The capacitances from galvanostatic
measurements are consistently higher than those obtained from cyclic voltammetry (Fig.
2-2d) in this study because the electrodes were subjected to a constant voltage hold at 1.5
V or 4.5 V vs. Li for 30 minutes prior to galvanostatic charge or discharge; see Fig. 2-5d
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Figure 2-3. Galvanostatic testing of LbL-MWNT electrodes over a wide range of
currents in (a) 1 M TEABF 4 (PC:DMC 1:1 v%) electrolyte and (b) 1 M LiClO4 (PC)
electrolyte. (c) Comparison of galvanostatic discharge and charge in different electrolytes
at 1 A/g. (d) Differential capacitance of LbL-MWNT electrodes in various electrolytes
obtained from the inverse of the first derivative of galvanostatic data ((dE/dQ)) shown in
Fig. 2-3c.
and related discussion.
Despite similar average capacitances, the shape of the discharge and charge
profiles (Fig. 2-3c) exhibited clear differences. To better see these differences, the
differential capacitance (dQ/dE, Fig. 2-3d) was calculated from the inverse of the first
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derivative of the galvanostatic discharge data in Fig. 2-3c. The resulting shapes of the
galvanostatic differential capacitance vs. voltage profiles (Fig. 2-3d) at 1 A/g compare
well with those from cyclic voltammetry data at 5 mV/s (Fig. 2-2b) corresponding to
comparable gravimetric currents.
The differential capacitance data in Fig. 2-3d show a clear difference between
Lit- and TEA+- containing electrolytes. The onset potential for oxidation of TEA' from
functional groups occurs at higher potentials of ~3.2 V vs. Li in TEABF4, with the
capacitance rising more steeply at voltages above 3.5 V vs. Li. In contrast, significant
oxidation of Li+ occurs at lower potentials of ~2.5 V - 3.5 V vs. Li, and the capacitance is
roughly constant above 3.5 V vs. Li. These differences in differential capacitance may
result from slower kinetics of TEA+ oxidation from oxygen-containing functional groups,
and also may reflect differences in the types and energetics of functional groups that can
react with TEA+ compared to Li+.
The highest energy density (-450 Wh/kgpositive at -5 kW/kgpositive) among the
different electrolytes was attained with the Li-containing electrolytes, as shown in a
gravimetric power and energy comparison in Fig. 2-4. The fact that both LiPF6 and
LiClO 4 yielded similar performance indicates that high energy density can be attributed
to the interaction between the cation species (Li+) and surface oxygen, and that
electrolyte anions do not appear to participate significantly. While difference in ionic
conductivity of the electrolytes might help to explain the performance decrease at high
rates, such an explanation cannot fully account for the decrease in capacitance and energy
using TEABF 4. For instance, while the ionic conductivity of TEABF 4 (10.6 mS/cm in PC
and 2.0 mS/cm in DMC for 0.65 M solution 64; a mixture of the two solvents is expected
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to yield an intermediate value of conductivity) is lower than that of LiPF 6 in EC:DMC
(10.7 mS/cm for 1.0 M solution), LiClO 4 also has a lower conductivity (5.6 mS/cm for a
1 M solution) compared to LiPF 6, although it exhibits superior rate-dependent energy-
power characteristics (Fig. 2-4) and capacitance (Fig. 2-2d) compared to TEABF 4.
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Figure 2-4. Ragone plot comparing gravimetric power and energy densities of
Li/LbL-MWNT cells in various organic electrolytes with LTO/LbL-MWNT (in 1 M
LiPF6) and symmetric LbL-LbL cells (in 1 M LiPF6) in the voltage range
corresponding to 1.5 - 4.5 V vs. Li for the positive electrode. Results were obtained
from galvanostatic measurements (Fig. 2-3, 2-6 and additional data). Electrode
thicknesses were 0.63 ± 0.05 gm for Li/LbL cells, 0.31 ± 0.01 pm for LTO/LbL cells,
and 0.45 ± 0.02 pm for LbL/LbL cells.
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Therefore, the cause of electrolyte-dependent capacitance is thought to be more complex
and could be related to differences in ion size, mobility and redox kinetics as discussed
above. Further studies in this chapter utilized LiPF6 in EC:DMC as the electrolyte due to
its superior performance.
2.3.2 Cyclic voltammetry and rate capability in Li cells
Fig. 2-5a shows cyclic voltammetry data of a 0.63 gm electrode tested in a Li cell
with 1 M LiPF6 electrolyte. In the voltage range 1.5 - 4.5 V vs. Li, the cyclic
voltammogram shows reversible and capacitive-like charging of LbL-MWNT electrodes
over a wide range of scan rates. A redox 'wave' or set of small peaks centered around 3.2
- 3.5 V is present at all scan rates, which is attributed to Faradaic reactions between
lithium ions and surface oxygen-containing functional groups on LbL-MWNT
electrodes. 60 Additional data and discussion of the charge storage mechanisms on LbL-
MWNT electrodes are presented below. The integrated charge obtainable from LbL-
MWNT electrodes during cyclic voltammetry decreased non-linearly with increasing
scan rates, as shown in Fig. 2-5 inset, which could be related to decreasing utilization of
kinetically-limited redox reactions with surface functional groups and a transition to
predominantly fast double-layer charging of MWNTs at higher rates.
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Figure 2-5. (a) Cyclic voltammetry and (b) differential capacitance of an LbL-
MWNT electrode in I M LiPF6 electrolyte with a thickness of 0.63 ± 0.05 pm, and (c)
cyclic voltammetry for an electrode with thickness of 1.48 ± 0.14 pm over the voltage
range 1.5 - 4.5 V vs. Li. The integrated charge obtained from cyclic voltammetry was
found to decrease with increasing scan rates ((a) and (c) insets). (d) Comparison of
gravimetric capacitance as a function of gravimetric current for LbL-MWNT
electrodes tested under galvanostatic (filled symbols) and cyclic voltammetry (open
symbols) conditions in lithium cells. Gravimetric capacitances from electrodes tested
galvanostatically without a voltage hold are shown in green (closed symbols).
Fig. 2-5b shows the differential capacitance of the same electrode, as determined
from Fig. 2-5a by dividing the gravimetric current by the scan rate. At 1 mV/s, the
average capacitance was 160 F/g over the 1.5 - 4.0 V range, which is comparable to or
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slightly higher than activated carbon6 5 and CNT-based electrodes 66, 67 in organic
electrolyte reported previously. It is hypothesized that the large differential capacitance of
400 F/g at 4.5 V vs. Li could be related intercalation of PF 6 anions68 into the graphene
layers of multiwall nanotubes or Faradaic reactions involving nitrogen-containing
functional groups, similar to those reported for poly(pyrrole) and poly(aniline) 69. At a
higher scan rate of 100 mV/s, the average capacitance decreased to 78 F/g. In addition to
a decrease in average capacitance, the differential capacitance profile became
increasingly box shaped at higher rates. This finding is in agreement with a transition
from mixed pseudo- and double layer capacitance charge storage at low rates (1-25
mV/s) to predominantly double layer capacitance at high rates (>100 mV/s).
Cyclic voltammetry of a thicker electrode (1.48 gm), as shown in Figs. 2-5c,
yielded comparable gravimetric currents as the thinner electrodes. The integrated charge
obtainable from cyclic voltammetry decreased non-linearly with increasing scan rate
(Fig. 2-5c inset), similar to thinner electrodes (Fig. 2-5a). The average differential
capacitances obtained from cyclic voltammetry are plotted as a function of average
gravimetric current in Fig. 2-5d (open symbols), and were found to be roughly
independent of thickness up to 2.98 gm (the thickest electrode tested) and up to rates of
~10 A/g (corresponding to a 100 mV/s scan rate). The maximum gravimetric capacitance
ranged between 161 - 181 F/g at 0.17 A/g (corresponding to 1 mV/s) for electrode
thicknesses of 0.63 - 2.98 pm, respectively.
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Figure 2-6. (a) Galvanostatic rate capability in Li cells for an LbL-MWNT electrode in 1
M LiPF6 electrolyte with a thickness of 0.63 ± 0.05 pm. (b) and (c) Comparison of
galvanostatic discharge and charge at comparable gravimetric currents for electrodes with
thicknesses of 0.63, 1.48 and 2.98 pm. (d) Plot of gravimetric discharge capacity vs.
gravimetric current for electrodes with thickness of 0.63, 1.48 and 2.98 pm.
Charge and discharge capacities of a 0.63 pm electrode were measured under
galvanostatic conditions (0.3 - 413 A/g) in the voltage range 1.5 - 4.5 V vs. Li (Fig. 2-
6a). At low rate (0.3 A/g), the galvanostatic charge capacity was 183 mAh/g and
discharge capacity was 174 mAh/g, giving a Faradaic efficiency of 95% and indicating
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that charge storage is highly reversible. The discharge capacity remained higher than 100
mAh/g at rates up to 7 A/g, where more than half (105 mAh/g) of the low-rate capacity
was attainable in a discharge time of 64 seconds.
Thicker electrodes of 1.48 pm and 2.98 ptm exhibited fairly comparable discharge
capacities as the thinner electrodes up to gravimetric currents of -30 A/g (Fig. 2-6b-d).
For example, at 0.3 A/g, the discharge capacity of the 0.63 Im electrode was 175 mAh/g,
while that of the 2.98 pm electrode at 0.2 A/g was 167 mAh/g (Fig. 2-6b). However, the
capacities declined more severely for thicker electrodes at higher rates (Fig. 2-6d). The
lower capacities for thicker electrodes could be related to the relatively dense (0.83
g/cm 3) structure of LbL-MWNT electrodes, 6 1 where high resistance within the pores
could limit ion transport and wetting of the active surface by electrolyte.70 72 Additional
studies are needed to investigate the performance losses at higher thicknesses.
Fig. 2-5d also compares the average gravimetric capacitances of LbL-MWNT
electrodes in the voltage range 4.5 - 1.5 V vs. Li obtained from cyclic voltammetry and
galvanostatic data (Figs. 2-5 and 2-6) during discharge. In this study, capacitances
obtained from galvanostatic testing are consistently higher than those obtained from
cyclic voltammetry because galvanostatically-tested electrodes were subjected to an
additional constant voltage charge at 4.5 V vs. Li for 30 minutes preceding discharge.
Therefore, galvanostatically-tested electrodes were more fully charged before discharge
capacitance was measured. In order to confirm that the constant voltage step can
influence the discharge performance, capacitance measured from galvanostatically cycled
cells without a constant voltage hold step are included in Fig. 2-5d for comparison, and
show that the galvanostatic capacitance was lower and more comparable to the
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capacitance obtained from CV data in the absence of the additional charging step.
2.3.3 Cyclic voltammetry and rate capability in LTO cells
To avoid the safety risk and cell lifetime limitations associated with lithium metal
and to demonstrate performance in practical cells, we studied LbL-MWNT performance
in cells with a Li4 Ti5 O 12 (LTO) negative electrode. With an intercalation potential at
roughly 1.5 V vs. Li73', which is within the window of stability of organic electrolytes, 64
Solid Electrolyte Interphase (SEI) film formation and other electrode degradation
processes associated with low potentials (<1 V vs. Li) are avoided in LTO cells, which is
considered one of the main advantages of this material. However, owing to the higher
intercalation potential compared to lithium metal, utilization of the LbL-MWNT
electrode in the same potential range as in lithium cells (1.5 - 4.5 V vs. Li) gives a cell
voltage of 0.0 - 3.0 V vs. LTO. In these experiments, LTO was pre-charged to roughly
70% (Li6 Ti5 O 12) prior to cell assembly and the LTO electrode was oversized in order to
ensure constant potential at the negative electrode.
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Figure 2-7. (a) Cyclic voltammetry and (b) differential capacitance in the voltage
window 0.0 - 3.0 V vs. Li4 Ti5O12 (LTO) for LbL-MWNT electrodes in 1 M LiPF6
electrolyte with thicknesses of 0.31 ± 0.01 pm, and (c) cyclic voltammetry with an
electrode thickness of 1.48 ± 0.14 gm. The voltage range 0.0 - 3.0 V vs. LTO
corresponds to 1.5 - 4.5 V vs. Li. Gravimetric values are normalized by the weight of the
LbL-MWNT electrode. (d) Comparison of gravimetric capacitance as a function of
gravimetric current for LbL-MWNT electrodes tested under galvanostatic (filled
symbols) and cyclic voltammetry (open symbols) conditions in LTO cells. The
thicknesses ranged from 0.31 ± 0.01 pm to 1.48 ± 0.14 pm. In the galvanostatic case (blue
filled symbols), the electrodes were subjected to a 30-minute constant voltage charge step
at 3.0 V before discharge.
Cyclic voltammetry of 0.31 and 1.48 pm LbL-MWNT electrodes (Figs. 2-7a and
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2-7c, respectively) exhibited similar profiles in LTO cells as in Li cells, with
predominantly double layer capacitive charge storage supplemented by a redox wave
centered around 1.7 V vs. LTO (3.2 V vs. Li). The integrated charge decreased with
increasing scan rate (figure insets), comparable to Li cells. For the 0.31 ltm electrode, the
average capacitance at 1 mV/s over the voltage range 0.0 - 2.5 V was 200 F/g (Fig. 2-
7b), and decreased to an average capacitance of 116 F/g at 100 mV/s. For the 1.48 pm
electrode at 1 mV/s (Fig. 2-7c), the average capacitance over the same range was 180 F/g
at 1 mV/s and 118 F/g at 100 mV/s, respectively (differential capacitance not shown).
The average gravimetric capacitances obtained from cyclic voltammetry are shown in
Fig. 2-7d and exhibit comparable capacitances to LbL-MWNT electrodes in lithium cells
(Fig. 2-5d), indicating that performance in Li and LTO cells is governed predominantly
by that of the LbL-MWNT positive electrode.
Galvanostatic charge and discharge of a 1.48 gm LbL-MWNT electrode in an
LTO cell (Fig. 2-8a) exhibited a similar sloping profile as in Li cells in the voltage range
0.0 - 3.0 V vs. LTO. At 0.2 A/g, the discharge capacity of the 1.48 gm electrode was 185
mAh/g, and the rate capability was comparable to that obtained from LbL-MWNT
electrodes in Li cells over all specific currents examined (Fig. 2-8b). A comparison of
capacitance obtained from cyclic voltammetry and galvanostatic testing in LTO cells
(Figs 2-7 and 2-8) for electrode thicknesses of 0.31 - 1.48 gm is shown in Fig. 2-7d,
where thickness-dependent performance is observed only at gravimetric currents in
excess of~30 A/g in LTO cells, consistent with observations in Li cells.
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Figure 2-8. (a) Galvanostatic rate capability of an LbL-MWNT electrode with a
Li4Ti5O12 (LTO) negative electrode in 1 M LiPF6 electrolyte for an LbL-MWNT
thicknesses 1.48 ± 0.14 pm. The voltage range 0.0 - 3.0 V vs. LTO corresponds to 1.5 -
4.5 V vs. Li. Voltage was held for 30 minutes at 0.0 or 3.0 V prior to charge or discharge,
respectively. (b) Comparison of gravimetric discharge capacity as a function of
gravimetric current in LTO/LbL and Li/LbL cells with LbL-MWNT thicknesses of 1.48
0.14 pm.
Fig. 2-9 compares LbL-MWNT galvanostatic gravimetric capacitance obtained in
Li and LTO cells with reported literature values in various carbon nanotube 5-74' 75 and
graphene12,16,76,77 electrodes in organic electrolytes. At intermediate gravimetric currents
(1 - 100 A/g), LbL-MWNT electrodes with thicknesses of 0.31 - 2.98 Pm exhibit
comparable gravimetric capacitances compared to single-walled carbon nanotube (100
Pm)1, microwave exfoliated graphene oxide (40-50 Rm)77, CNT-coated papers (-10
pm)74 , and mesoporous graphene16 (thickness not specified). In the same current range,
the gravimetric capacitance of LbL-MWNT electrodes was found to be higher than
chemically-modified graphene (75 Wm) 76, LbL-MWNT/Graphene electrodes (1.3 Rm) 12
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up to -30 A/g, and oxygen-functioanlized, vacuum-filtrated few-walled carbon nanotube
(VF-FWNT) electrodes (22 jim)75 over all currents studied. At gravimetric currents below
1 A/g, LbL-MWNT electrodes exhibited gravimetric capacitances in excess of 200 F/g,
exceeding those reported elsewhere. Owing to electrode fabrication limitations, thicker
LbL-MWNT electrodes could not be tested, but performance will likely decrease with
increasing thicknesses. However, these results indicate that LbL-MWNT electrodes may
be advantageous for high energy and high power applications requiring thin electrodes
(below several microns) such as for use as thin-film electrodes in micro-devices.
Additional efforts to scale up to thicknesses more suitable for transportation or grid-scale
storage are presented in Chapter 3.
2.3.4 Symmetric LbL-LbL cells
To study the intrinsic double layer behavior of LbL-MWNT electrodes, a symmetric cell
consisting of two identical LbL-MWNT electrodes was constructed. The voltage range
was 0.0 - 3.0 V vs. LbL-MWNT, which roughly corresponds to the potential range of 3.0
- 4.5 V vs. Li for the positive electrode and 3.0 - 1.5 V vs. Li for the negative electrode
based on the LbL-MWNT open circuit potential of ~3.0 V vs. Li. Cyclic voltammetry
data (Fig. 2-10a) indicate that the specific current obtainable at 1 mV/s was roughly four
times lower than in an LbL-MWNT/lithium cell (0.05 A/g at 1.5 V vs. LbL-MWNT or ~
3 V vs. Li, compared to 0.22 A/g at 3.0 V vs. Li, respectively) based on the mass of the
positive electrode. Additionally, the symmetric cell cyclic voltammogram shape was
flatter and did not exhibit redox wave features observed in asymmetric lithium cells. This
is consistent with the fact that as charge neutrality requirements in the electrolyte limit
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available charge storage mechanisms to predominantly double layer storage in symmetric
cells (Fig. 2-1b), Faradaic reactions with oxygen-containing functional groups cannot be
fully utilized as in Li or LTO cells. This observation is also further supported by the fact
that the average gravimetric capacitance (55 F/g, Fig. 2-10b) obtained at low average
gravimetric currents (-0.15 A/g) was comparable to the capacitance of non-
functionalized CNT electrodes in organic electrolyte reported elsewhere.66 ' 78 Comparison
of the double-layer capacitance obtained from measurements in symmetric cells (Fig. 2-
10b) with the total (double-layer and Faradaic capacitance) measured in Li/LbL-MWNT
cells (Fig. 2-9) indicates that Faradaic reactions can be estimated to contribute -150 - 170
F/g at relatively low currents (-0.1 - 10 A/g). At higher rates (above 100 A/g), the
gravimetric capacitance of LbL-MWNT electrodes in Li or LTO cells dropped rapidly,
indicating that the additional capacitance attainable from Faradaic reactions is not
accessible at very high currents and that double-layer charging is likely dominant in this
regime.
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Figure 2-9. Comparison of LbL-MWNT positive electrode gravimetric capacitance vs.
gravimetric current obtained in Li and LTO cells (LbL-MWNT thicknesses of 0.31 - 2.98
pm) and symmetric cells (0.45 gm) with reported values including LbL-
MWNT/Graphene (1.3 gm) [12], vacuum-filtrated few-walled nanotubes (VF-FWNT, 22
gm) [75], single-walled carbon nanotubes (100 gm) [15], microwave exfoliated graphene
oxide (40-50 gm) [77], CNT-coated papers (-10 gm) [74], mesoporous graphene
(thickness unspecified) [16], and chemically-modified graphene (75 gm) [76].
2.3.5 Gravimetric energy and power of LbL-MWNT systems
A comparison of energy and power characteristics of LbL-MWNT electrodes in Li, LTO,
and symmetric cells is shown in a Ragone Plot in Fig. 2-4. Energy and power were
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calculated from the galvanostatic rate capability data in Figs. 2-3, 2-6, and additional
data. Despite a similar rate capabilitiy, LTO cells with LiPF6 electrolyte deliver lower
energy at an intermediate power of 5 kW/kgpositive compared to Li cells (140 Wh/kgpsitive
and 450 Wh/kgpositive, respectively), which is attributed to the lower cell voltage (0 - 3 V
vs. LTO compared to 1.4 - 4.5 V vs. Li). However, the energy and power trend is
comparable to that of Li cells, indicating that the kinetics during discharge are governed
by the performance of the positive electrode. Symmetric LbL-MWNT cells deliver even
lower energy density (30 Wh/kgpositive at 5 kW/kgpositive), which can be attributed to the
inability to utilize redox reactions with surface functional groups for charge storage in
cells lacking a Li source electrode. Therefore, the maximum advantage of LbL-MWNT
electrodes as high-power energy storage electrodes comes from their use as a positive
electrode in an asymmetric device.
2.3.6 Self-discharge and voltage recovery phenomena in Li cells
Self-discharge of electrochemical capacitors typically occurs over timescales that
affect the practical applications of devices. In contrast to Li-ion batteries, which sustain a
stable state of charge over days or months, electrochemical capacitors exhibit self-
discharge occurring on much shorter timescales of minutes or hours.7 9 We investigated
the self-discharge behavior of LbL-MWNT electrodes to explore the stability of redox
charge storage on LbL-MWNT electrodes and their suitability in practical devices.
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Figure 2-10. (a) Cyclic voltammetry over a range of scan rates in a symmetric LbL-LbL
(0.45 ± 0.02 jim electrode thickness) cell in 1 M LiPF 6 electrolyte. The current is
normalized by the weight of one LbL-MWNT electrode. (b) Average gravimetric
capacitance of the positive electrode in a symmetric cell as a function of average
gravimetric current obtained from (a). The average electrode gravimetric capacitance in
the symmetric cell configuration was obtained as twice the full-cell capacitance
(determined from (a) by dividing the gravimetric current by the scan rate).
Fig. 2-11a shows the room temperature (30 *C) self-discharge at open circuit of a
0.45 pm LbL-MWNT electrode from a range of initial cell voltages following
galvanostatic charging or discharging at fixed current (±5 PA, corresponding to ~ 0.1
A/g) and voltage hold for 30 minutes. Above 3.5 V, the cell voltage at open circuit was
found to decrease with time, and the percent voltage decrease after 1000 minutes was
larger for higher initial voltages (19 % loss from 4.5 V compared to 11 % loss from 4.0
V). At voltages below 3.5 V, the voltage increased with time at open circuit, which has
been observed elsewhere for porous electrochemical capacitor electrodes. 71' 79 Similar to
self-discharge, the percentage voltage change after 1000 minutes depended on the initial
cell voltage and was larger for lower initial voltages. The steady-state voltage in all cases
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approached -3.5 V vs. Li, roughly corresponding to the open circuit potential of LbL-
MWNT electrodes.
Since self-discharge by definition occurs at open circuit, the process requires
coupled charge processes at the electrodes that proceed in the absence of electron flow
through an external circuit. The self-discharge process occurring in electrochemical
capacitors can be governed by:8 0 1) kinetically-limiting discharge by Faradaic reactions
across the double layer interface; or 2) a diffusion-controlled processes, for example
involving Faradaic reactions of electrolyte impurities at the electrodes or charge
redistribution within porous electrodes. Faradaic reactions in (1) can occur either by self-
discharge of stored charge, or can also be related to parasitic processes occurring across
the double layer, for example due to electrolyte decomposition. In the case of a
diffusion-limited process (2), the voltage decrease is proportional to the square root of
time:
V(t) = Vt - AV (2-1)
where A is a proportionality constant that depends on the diffusion coefficient and
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concentration of relevant species . For a kinetically-limiting Faradaic process (1), the
self-discharge voltage follows a Tafel relation which depends on the Tafel slope,
b=RT/aF:
V = -bln (Lt +( (2-2)bC bi
where io is the exchange current density, C is the capacitance, and t is a constant. The
above expression results from time integration of the standard Tafel equation and
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substituting i = C(dV/dt)-' to obtain an expression in terms of V(t). Analysis of the
voltage response at open circuit" can provide insight into whether self-discharge is
kinetically- or diffusion-limited, which can provide further insight into the involved self-
discharge mechanism.
Fig. 2-11b shows the same self-discharge data in Fig. 2-11a plotted as a function
of the square root of time. The resulting plot does not indicate a single linear trend as
would be expected for a clearly diffusion-limited process.80 In contrast, when the data in
Fig. 2-11a are plotted against log time, as shown in Fig. 2-11c, the voltage decreases /
increases linearly after an initial latency time (indicated by the dashed vertical line) of
~10 minutes during which the voltage is initially roughly constant. The time for the
voltage to deviate greater than 100 mV from the initial voltage was roughly 234 minutes
at 3.0 V, 4 min. at 3.5 V and 2 min. at 4.5 V, indicating a higher driving force for self-
discharge (or voltage recovery) rate with increasing polarization away from open circuit
(~3.2 V vs. Li). Based on the shape of the voltage decay (recovery) in time, self-
discharge in LbL-MWNT electrodes appears to be a largely kinetically controlled
process.
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Figure 2-11. (a) Self-discharge of a 0.45 ± 0.02 gm LbL-MWNT electrode at 30*C. Prior
to starting the test, the cell was charged or discharged at low rate (5 pA, corresponding to
~ 0.1 A/g) to the desired starting potential and held at constant voltage for 30 minutes. (b)
Self-discharge data from (a) plotted against the square root of time. (c) Self-discharge
plotted against a log time scale and comparison with an LbL-MWNT electrode of
comparable thickness discharged at 50*C (red). The vertical dashed line roughly indicates
the onset of linear voltage decay. (d) Self-discharge of an electrode charged under the
conditions in (a) to 4.2 V and held at constant voltage for times ranging from 30 minutes
to 3 hours. Between tests, the electrode was fully discharged and then re-charged to 4.2
V.
One possible origin of self-discharge is from redistribution of charge at open
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circuit between double-layer and oxygen functional sites. For example, kinetic limitations
during charging or discharging may limit the amount of available oxygen sites that can be
utilized for Faradaic storage, with the remaining charge stored in the double layer. Upon
relaxation of the applied load, double-layer charge can redistribute to oxygen sites and be
stored Faradaically. Such a redistribution process is supported by the fact that the steady-
state voltage approaches the thermodynamic potential (~3.2 - 3.5 V) associated with
oxygen redox with Li+ regardless of the initial potential (Fig. 2-11c). To further probe
whether voltage relaxation is related to incomplete Faradaic charging of the electrode, an
LbL-MWNT electrode was charged to 4.2 V under the same conditions as in (a)-(c) and
was subjected to a voltage hold step ranging between 30 minutes and 3 hours (Fig. 2-
11d). Increasing the voltage hold time increased the steady-state voltage after 1500
minutes from 3.6 V (for a 30 minute hold) to 3.8 V (3 hour hold), indicating that the
electrode had achieved a more complete state of charge after 3 hours at 4.2 V
corresponding to more complete oxidation of Li+ from surface functional groups.
Upon qualitative comparison with literature values, self-discharge of LbL-MWNT
electrodes was found to occur over similar timescales as other reported materials such as
carbon cloth electrodes in aqueous 71'79, 81 and organic8 2 electrolyte and RuO 2 in aqueous
electrolyte, 8', 3 with the steepest decline in voltage occurring within the first several
hundred minutes at open circuit, followed by a more gradual continuation of self-
discharge. Owing to differences among electrode materials, electrolytes, and testing
conditions, more systematic studies are needed to quantitatively compare self-discharge
behavior among different systems. However, these findings indicate that surface oxygen
can be stable for storing charge over timescales that make them competitive with
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conventional electrochemical capacitor electrodes.
Finally, self-discharge tests were performed on a 0.45 Rm LbL-MWNT electrode
at 50 'C (Fig. 2-11c) to investigate the temperature dependence of voltage loss. At 50 'C,
the electrode exhibited almost identical self-discharge compared to the electrode at 30 'C.
This contrasts notably with self-discharge behavior in conventional carbon-based
electrochemical capacitors, where higher temperature has been shown to accelerate the
rate of self-discharge.80' 84 These findings indicate that the charge storage on LbL-MWNT
electrodes is stable not only over long timescales but also under relatively higher
temperature conditions, indicating that LbL-MWNT electrodes appear promising for
practical applications where high-temperature performance may be required.
2.4 Conclusions
This chapter investigated the origins of high gravimetric energy attainable in oxygen-
functionalized LbL-MWNT electrodes by studying their electrochemical performance in
different cell configurations. Testing with different electrolytes revealed that the
electrode kinetics are governed by redox reactions between Li' and surface oxygen,
further supporting our proposed mechanism from earlier work.o We found that TEA+ can
also interact Faradaically with surface oxygen, but exhibits slower kinetics, while the
electrolyte anion does not influence the energy and power characteristics.
Using a symmetric cell configuration, we characterized the contribution of
double-layer storage and showed that Faradaic reactions are poorly utilized in the absence
of a Li storage electrode, leading to low gravimetric energies (30 Wh/kgeectrode at 5
kW/kgeectrode). Asymmetric cells with a Li (450 Wh/kgeiectode at 5 kW/kgeectrode) or LTO
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(140 Wh/kgeectrode at 5 kW/kgelectrode) electrode are needed to realize the gravimetric
energy advantage of functionalized MWNTs compared to Li-ion battery electrodes.
Findings presented in this chapter have elucidated the charge storage processes
occurring in very thin (< 3 tm) MWNT electrodes, which are useful for understanding
the intrinsic behavior of functionalized MWNTs in the absence of electrolyte transport
limitations. To increase relevance for large-scale applications such as EVs or grid
storage, electrodes with thicknesses of several hundreds of microns and are needed.
Additionally, substrate-free electrodes are desired to minimize the weight of inactive cell
components. As the dip-based LbL process used in this work is time-limiting at electrode
thicknesses beyond several microns and requires the presence of a substrate, new
strategies are needed to incorporate functionalized MWNTs into thicker electrode
structures and to develop substrate-free electrodes. Chapter 3 presents a strategy for
incorporating oxygen-functionalized MWNTs into freestanding electrodes with
thicknesses of tens of microns and investigates how the energy and power characteristics
of oxygen redox can be more precisely controlled using such a platform.
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Chapter 3: Self-Standing Positive Electrodes of Oxidized Few-
Walled Carbon Nanotubes for Light-Weight and High-Power
Lithium Batteries
Reproduced in part with permission from Seung Woo Lee and Betar M. Gallant,
Youngmin Lee, Noboru Yoshida, Dong Young Kim, Yuki Yamada, Suguru Noda, Atsuo
Yamada, and Yang Shao-Horn, Self-Standing Positive Electrodes of Oxidized Few-
Walled Carbon Nanotubes for Light-Weight and High-Power Lithium Batteries, Energy
& Environ. Sci. 5, 5437 (2012). Copyright 2011, Royal Society of Chemistry.
3.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, LbL-MWNT thin-film electrodes (with thicknesses from several
nanometres to -3 ptm) were demonstrated as promising energy sources for micro-scale
electronic devices and micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS). However, scale-up to
tens or hundreds of microns in thickness is required for transportation and load-leveling
applications. 2 In this chapter, we demonstrate the synthesis of free-standing, binder-free
CNT electrodes of tens of microns in thickness, where the amount of oxygen functional
groups on CNTs and stored energy per unit weight of CNTs can be controlled by the
oxidation time. We use few-walled CNTs (FWNTs), which can be synthesized efficiently
by fluidized bed chemical vapor deposition (CVD) at high yield and productivity.85
FWNTs have higher specific surface area than MWNTs due to the fewer number of walls
and smaller diameter in FWNTs. Upon the introduction of surface functional groups to
the outer walls, FWNTs can retain the electrical conductivity by their inner walls unlike
single-walled CNTs.8 6 In addition, sub-millimeter long FWNTs create a porous structure
while minimizing the number of junctions among FWNTs, which reduces the sheet
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resistance. Such advantages enable the development of self-standing electrodes free of
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Figure 3-1. (a) Schematic comparison between layer-by-layer (LbL) process and
vacuum-filtration (VF) process of functionalized carbon nanotubes. (b) Digital image of a
folded FWNT electrode assembled via the VF method (2 h oxidized VF-FWNT
electrode).
current collector to enhance the gravimetric capacity of practical electrodes. Surface
morphology and oxygen-to-carbon atomic ratio of oxidized FWNTs are investigated
using high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) and X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), respectively. Oxidized FWNTs are assembled into
free-standing electrodes via a simple vacuum filtration (VF) method, creating much
thicker electrodes (VF-FWNT electrodes, 15-55 pim, Fig. 3-la) compared to -3 Pm
thicknesses in LbL-MWNT electrodes reported in Chapter 2 and previously. 6 0 Scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) shows the interpenetrating network structure of the
assembled FWNT electrodes. We correlate the amount of oxygen functional groups on
FWNTs with gravimetric capacitances of electrodes using potential-dependent cyclic
voltammetry. Furthermore, the gravimetric energy and power density of VF-FWNT
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electrodes are measured using rate-dependent galvanostatic tests. Finally, we show that
Faradaic reactions on oxygen functional groups in Li cells are stable over 1000
galvanostatic cycles.
3.2 Experimental Procedure
Electrode preparation. Sub-millimetre long FWNTs (6-10 nm diameter, 0.4 mm length,
99 wt% purity, 400 m2/g SSA, triple-walled on average) were synthesized by CVD in a
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single fluidized bed reactor. FWNTs were refluxed in concentrated H2SO 4/HNO 3 (3/1
v/v, 96% and 70%, respectively) at 70 *C to introduce oxygen functional groups on the
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surface of FWNTs. Oxidation time was controlled from 2 to 6 hours to control the
amount of oxygen functional groups on FWNTs. FWNTs in H2SO 4/HNO 3 were diluted
in 5 vol% HC1 solution (1 L) after the oxidation process, and filtered via a polycarbonate
membrane filter (Whatman membrane, 0.05 tm pore size). Remaining FWNT powders
on the filter were washed with deionized Milli-Q water (18 MQ/cm) water (3 L). Pristine
FWNTs were dispersed in ethanol, and oxidized (2 hours and 6 hours). FWNTs were
dispersed in Milli- Q deionized water at a concentration of 0.5 mg/mL with unadjusted
pH, and were sonicated for 15-30 minutes to improve the quality of dispersion. Binder-
and additive-free electrodes were synthesized by the VF method on Whatman
polycarbonate track-etched membranes (0.2 [tm pore diameter), which resulted in
interwoven and mechanically robust FWNT films attached to the membrane. Free-
standing electrodes were obtained by removing the air-dried FWNT films using a razor
blade, and electrodes were further dried overnight (70 IC) in air, then cut or punched to
the desired size. The typical thickness of VF-FWNT electrodes was 15-55 gm,
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depending on the initial volume of FWNT dispersion used for filtration.
Characterization. A Kratos Axis Ultra XPS instrument (Kratos Analytical) with a
monochromatized Al Ka X-ray source was used to investigate the surface chemistry of
pristine and oxidized FWNTs. Curve fitting of the photoemission spectra was performed
following a Shirley-type background subtraction. Using C Is peak from sp 2 hybridized
carbons centered at 284.5 eV as a reference, all other peaks were fitted by the Gaussian-
Lorentzian function. The relative sensitivity factors used to scale the peaks of C Is and 0
Is were 0.278, and 0.780, respectively. A JEOL 2010 transmission electron microscope
(TEM) with a LaB6 thermal emission electron gun was used for high resolution imaging
of pristine and oxidized FWNT samples. The microscopes were operated at 200 kV and
were able to ultimately achieve 0.19 nm point-to-point resolution. Microstructure of the
VF-FWNT electrode was investigated using a scanning electron microscope (JEOL 6320
SEM) operating at 5 kV. Electrical conductivities of VF-FWNT electrodes were
measured by using a standard four-point probe configuration (LUCAS LABS model Pro
4). A series of 3 measurements were taken at different positions on each electrode, and
then were averaged to give the final reported value with the standard deviation as an error
range.
Electrochemical measurements. Two-electrode electrochemical cells (Tomcell, Japan)
were assembled inside an Argon-filled glovebox (Vacuum Atmosphere Co., 02 level
below 1 ppm and H20 level below 0.1 ppm) and consisted of a free-standing VF-FWNT
positive electrode, a lithium metal negative electrode, two porous Celgard 2500
separators, and 1 M LiPF6 in an EC:DMC (3 : 7 volume ratio, 3.5 ppm H2 0) electrolyte
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(Kishida Chemical Corporation, Japan). VF-FWNT electrodes were tested
electrochemically using a Solartron 1470 test unit in the voltage range 1.5-4.5 V vs. Li.
For galvanostatic rate capability tests, the gravimetric current ranged from 0.1 to 100 A/g,
and the voltage was held constant at either 1.5 or 4.5 V vs. Li for 30 minutes prior to
charge or discharge, respectively. Cycling tests consisted of accelerated galvanostatic
cycling at 10 A/g for 99 cycles, followed by a slower charge and discharge (0.1 A/g)
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Figure 3-2. (a) X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) wide scan survey of pristine and
oxidized few-walled carbon nanotubes (FWNTs). C/O indicates the atomic ratio of
carbon to oxygen on FWNTs. (b) C Is XPS spectra of pristine and oxidized FWNTs. (c)
Optical images of FWNT solutions 30 min. after sonication.
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every 100 cycles up to 1000 cycles, with a 30 min voltage hold at 1.5 V or 4.5 V vs. Li
prior to low-rate charge or discharge, respectively. Only low-rate (0.1 A/g) discharge
capacity is reported. In all cases, as-assembled rested for at least 8 hours prior to testing
to allow full wetting of the porous VF-FWNT films by the electrolyte.
3.3 Results and Discussion
The concentration of oxygen functional groups on oxidized FWNTs was quantified using
XPS. An XPS wide scan survey showed that 0 Is peaks increased relative to C Is peaks
with longer oxidation time until 4 hours, and maintained similar ratios from 4 hours to 6
hours (Fig. 3-2a), indicating that oxygen incorporation was saturated after 4 hours of
oxidation. Atomic ratios of oxygen to carbon (O/C) of FWNTs (obtained from high-
resolution C Is and 0 1s peaks) were found to increase from 0.11 (2 h oxidation) to 0.20
(4 h oxidation), indicating the oxidation time can be used to control the amount of oxygen
functional groups on FWNTs. High-resolution C Is XPS spectra tracked detailed changes
in surface chemistry of FWNTs during the oxidation process (Fig. 3-2b). Pristine FWNT
C Is peaks consisted of mostly sp 2 hybridized graphitic carbons centered at 284.5 eV (in
green) and included small amounts of sp 3 hybridized diamond-like carbon centered at
285.2 eV (in orange) (Fig. 3-2b).61 ' 87 As the oxidation time increased, the intensities of
carbon atom peaks connected to oxygen atoms (C-O centered at 286.0 ± 0.1 eV (in
magenta), C=O centered at 286.9 ± 0.2 eV (in dark cyan), and COOH(COOR) centered at
288.9 ± 0.2 eV (in dark yellow))8 7' 88 as well as sp 3 hybridized carbon peaks were found
to increase, indicating that the oxidation process gradually breaks the exterior graphitic
wall of FWNTs and incorporates oxygen functional groups (Fig. 3-2b). The introduced
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carboxylic acid groups (COOH) on the surface of FWNTs exist as carboxylate anions
(COO~) in aqueous solution, which can prevent aggregation and precipitation of CNTs.61
Figure 3-3. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of (a) pristine, (b) 2 h
oxidized and (c) 4 h oxidized FWNTs.
Fig. 3-2c compares the dispersion of FWNTs in deionized water (0.5 mg/mL)
after 30 min following sonication for 15 minutes. Pristine FWNTs immediately
precipitated after sonication, but 4 h oxidized FWNTs maintained a stable dispersion,
showing that electrostatic repulsions between anions (COO~) on FWNTs can overcome
van der Waals interactions among FWNTs. 2 h oxidized FWNTs showed moderate
dispersion quality and precipitated gradually after the sonication process. It is interesting
to note that previously reported 2 h oxidized MWNTs (10-20 nm in diameter, 1-5 pm in
length)60 , 61 have a similar oxygen content (O/C = 0.11) but show stable dispersion in
water. This difference of dispersion could be attributed to different aspect ratios (-50 000
(ref. 85) for FWNTs used in this work vs. -167 for previously reported MWNTs60 ' 61)
HRTEM measurements showed that pristine FWNTs had smooth outer surfaces (Fig. 3-
3a), but the oxidation process gradually roughened the exterior walls of FWNTs with
longer oxidation time (Fig. 3-3b and c). The roughened outer walls, which correspond to
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a higher concentration of oxygen groups (Fig. 3-2), impart enhanced solubility in water
(Fig. 3-2c).
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Figure 3-4. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) top view of (a) pristine, (b) 2 h
oxidized, and (c) 4 h oxidized VF-FWNT electrodes. (d) SEM cross-section image of 4 h
oxidized electrodes.
Pristine and oxidized FWNTs were dispersed in ethanol and deionized water,
respectively, then assembled via the VF method, yielding films of interwoven FWNTs
that were removed from the membrane to create free-standing VF-FWNT electrodes (Fig.
3-1). The mechanical stability of free standing electrodes is attributed to the highly
interpenetrating network structure of high aspect ratio FWNTs, as seen by SEM images
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of VF-FWNT electrodes (Fig. 3-4). A cross-sectional SEM image of a free-standing
electrode using 4 h oxidized FWNTs (Fig. 3-4d) shows that the individual FWNTs
assume random orientations within the film.
The densities of free-standing electrodes were -0.2 g/cm 3 for pristine FWNTs,
-0.4 g/cm 3 for 2 h or 4 h oxidized FWNTs, and -0.8 g/cm 3 for 6 h oxidized FWNTs,
corresponding to electrode thicknesses of 55, 22, 20, and 22 im, respectively, which
were found to be typical of electrodes synthesized using the VF process. The increasing
density with oxidation time indicates that good dispersion properties of FWNTs in water
permit a more densely packed structure upon filtration. These densities (0.4- 0.8 g/cm 3)
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Figure 3-5. Electrical conductivities of VF-FWNT electrodes as a
oxidation time. The grey circle indicates electrical conductivity
electrodes (Lee, S.W. et al., J Am. Chem. Soc. 131, 671-679 (2009)).
function of the
of LbL-MWNT
of oxidized VF-FWNT electrodes are lower than 0.83 g/cm 3 of electrostatically self-
assembled LbL-MWNT electrodes. 0
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LbL-MWNT electrodes
The electrical conductivities (Fig. 3-5) of VF-FWNT electrodes as a function of
oxidation time were measured by a 4-point probe. The electrical conductivity of VF-
FWNT electrodes increased from -40 S/cm for pristine FWNTs to -100 S/cm for 2 h
oxidized FWNTs, and then decreased to -50 S/cm for 4-6 h oxidized FWNTs. The initial
increase of the electrical conductivity for 2 h oxidized VF-FWNT electrodes is attributed
to a higher packing density, yielding a more continuous pathways for fast electron
transport. The later decrease of 4-6 h oxidized VF-FWNT electrodes is related to the
disruption of the conjugated carbon sp 2 orbitals on the FWNT walls with the
incorporation of oxygen functional groups. It is interesting to note that the VF-FWNT
electrodes have consistently higher electronic conductivities compared to LbL-MWNT
electrodes (2-10 S/cm). 61 This difference can be explained by the fact that FWNTs with
long (up to millimeter) lengths provide a more continuous pathway for electron transport
than MWNTs with much shorter lengths of only 1-5 pm.61
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Figure 3-6. Potential-dependent cyclic voltammetry and differential capacitance of VF-
FWNT electrodes in lithium cells for electrodes consisting of (a) pristine, (b) 2 h
oxidized, and (c) 4 h oxidized VF-FWNT electrodes. The thicknesses of the FWNT
electrodes were 55 pm for pristine FWNT, 22 pm for 2 h oxidized FWNT, and 15 pm for
4 h oxidized DWNT electrodes. The corresponding loading density of VF-FWNT
electrodes ranges from 0.8 - 1.7 mg cm-2.
FWNT electrode performance in Li cells is strongly influenced by oxidation time
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and the corresponding surface oxygen concentration. Cyclic voltammetry at 1 mV/s of
pristine VF-FWNTs (Fig. 3-6a) exhibited characteristic double-layer charging, with an
average capacitance corresponding to 33 F/g (1.5 to 4.5 V vs. Li, gray curve) for both the
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Figure 3-7. (a) Potential-dependent cyclic voltammetry at a scan rate of 1 mV/s for a 6 g-
oxidized FWNT electrode. (b) Galvanostatic rate capability of a 6 h oxidized electrode in
the current range 0.1 - 100 A/g. Preceding charge or discharge, the cells were held at a
constant voltage of 4.5 or 1.5 V vs. Li, respectively, for 30 minutes.
forward and backward scans, which was measured by dividing the gravimetric current by
the scan rate. In contrast, oxidized VF-FWNTs exhibited substantially higher gravimetric
currents and capacitances compared to pristine VF-FWNTs, as shown in Fig. 3-6b and c.
The 2 h oxidized VF-FWNTs exhibited an average capacitance of 94 and 90 F/g for the
forward and backward scan (1.5-4.5 V vs. Li, gray curve), respectively. Increasing
oxidation time to 4 hours, the forward and backward capacitances increased to 120 and
116 F/g, respectively. The gravimetric currents obtained from a 6 h oxidized electrode
(Fig. 3-7a) were comparable to that of the 4 h oxidized sample, consistent with the fact
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that 4 hour and 6 hour oxidation times yielded similar oxygen to carbon ratios (Fig. 3-
2a).
The pristine VF-FWNT capacitance was found to be largely independent of the
voltage scan range, yielding nearly overlapping curves over several different scan
windows (gray, orange, green and black curves in Fig. 3-6a). In contrast, the capacitances
measured from oxidized VF-FWNTs were found to be highly dependent on the scan
window. Lowering the upper voltage limit from 4.5 to 4.2 V vs. Li (1.5-4.2 V, orange
curves), no substantial reduction in the average capacitance was noted. However,
narrowing the voltage range to 3.0-4.2 V vs. Li (black curves in Fig. 3-6 b,c), the
average forward scan capacitances of oxidized VF-FWNTs were reduced considerably to
50 and 67 F/g for 2 h and 4 h oxidized FWNT electrodes, respectively. A similar
reduction was observed when the voltage window was limited to 1.5-3.0 V vs. Li (green
curves, Fig. 3-6 b,c). The scan range-dependent capacitances are attributed to Faradaic
reactions between Li* ions and oxygen functional groups on FWNTs such as carboxylic
acid and carbonyl groups at ~3.2 V vs. Li as reported previously, which can only be fully
utilized when the scan window straddles the redox potential, enabling both reduction and
oxidation during a full sweep. 60 The role of these Faradaic reactions is further supported
by the appearance of redox peaks centered at -3.2 V vs. Li, which emerges with
increasing oxidation time.
The relative contributions of Faradaic reactions and double-layer charging as a
function of oxidation time (Fig. 3-8) can yield deeper insight into the underlying
mechanisms that influence electrode performance. The role of these two charge storage
mechanisms was quantified by analyzing the pure double-layer contribution (taken as the
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average capacitance of the green curves in Fig. 3-6 a-c over a restricted voltage range of
2.5-2.0 V vs. Li, corresponding to Li+ adsorption during discharge on FWNTs) compared
to the total Faradaic + double-layer capacitance contributions (obtained from the average
of the orange curves over the same voltage range). For pristine FWNTs without oxygen
functional groups, the total capacitance (-25 F/g) is attributed entirely to double layer
capacitance. After 2 h oxidation, the double-layer capacitance increased from -25 to 75
200
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Figure 3-8. Contributions to the gravimetric capacitance as a function of oxidation time.
The double-layer capacitance was determined as the average capacitance of the green
curves in Fig. 3-6 a-c over a restricted voltage range of 2.5 - 2.0 V vs. Li, corresponding
to Li+ adsorption on FWNTs. The total Faradaic + double layer capacitance was
determined as the average of the orange curves over the same voltage range.
F/g, while the total capacitance increased even further to -110 F/g, with the difference
(35 F/g) attributed to Faradaic reactions with oxygen groups (O/C = 0.11). The increase
in the double layer capacitance after 2 h oxidation is likely due to an increase in the
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surface area of FWNTs resulting from opening of the sidewalls during oxidation, which
was clearly observed from TEM (Fig. 3-3). Increasing the oxidation time to 4 h led to a
slight additional increase in the total capacitance compared to the 2 h oxidation, while the
double-layer component remained constant. Finally, with an additional increase from 4 h
to 6 h, the double-layer and total capacitance increased by roughly the same amount. This
finding is consistent with the fact that 4 h and 6 h oxidation times yielded similar O/C
ratios (0.20 and 0.17, respectively), and therefore the additional 2 hours of oxidation for 6
h oxidized electrodes was expected to result predominantly in damaging the outer walls
of FWNTs, leading to newly exposed surfaces for double layer charging.
Galvanostatic testing of VF-FWNT electrodes in the range 1.5-4.5 V vs. Li (Fig.
3-9 a-c) showed that the gravimetric capacities at low rates (<1 A/g) increased with
increasing oxidation time. As shown in Fig. 3-9d, a pristine electrode delivered a
capacity of 26 mAh/g at 0.1 A/g whereas 2 h and 4 h functionalized electrodes had
capacities of 87 and 118 mA h/g, respectively. This slight advantage in capacity observed
for the 4 h oxidized VF-FWNT electrodes could be related to a larger amount of oxygen
functional groups on the carbon surface from the longer oxidation time (Fig. 3-2a). 6
hour functionalized FWNTs (Fig. 3-7) were found to have comparable gravimetric
capacitances to those of 4 h oxidized FWNTs at 0.1 A/g (Fig. 3-9d), indicating that no
further advantage in discharge capacity was obtained with oxidation time beyond 4 hours.
With increasing rate, 4 h oxidized VF-FWNT electrodes exhibited more rate-sensitive
capacities than pristine and 2 h oxidized VF-FWNT electrodes. At 50 A/g, 4 h oxidized
VF-FWNT electrodes delivered only 9 mAh/g compared to 34 mAh/g for 2 h oxidized
VF-FWNTs. The reduced power performance of 4 h oxidized VF-FWNTs could be
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related to poor electric conductivity resulting from the introduction of a large number of
defect sites on FWNTs during the oxidation process.
Gravimetric capacities were sustained for FWNT electrodes over 1000 cycles (per
100 cycles: 99 accelerated cycles at 10 A/g, followed by 1 cycle at 0.1 A/g; discharge
capacities at 0.1 A/g are shown) without any capacity fade (Fig. 3-10). The cycle life is
comparable to that of LbL-MWNT electrodes reported previously and conventional
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Figure 3-9. Galvanostatic rate capability of VF-FWNT electrodes in lithium cells for (a)
pristine, (b) 2 h oxidized, and (c) 4 h oxidized elevtrodes. Prior to charge or discharge, the
cells were held at a constant voltage of 4.5 or 1.5 V vs. Li, respectively, for 30 minutes.
(d) Gravimetric discharge capacity at 0.1 A/g upon galvanostatic discharge as a function
of oxidation time, as obtained from (a-c).
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Figure 3-10. Cycling performance of VF-FWNT electrodes tested galvanostatically in the
voltage range of 1.5 - 4.5 V vs. Li. The data point correspond to discharge capacity
obtained at a gravimetric current of 0.1 A/g following voltage hold at 4.5 V vs. Li for 30
minutes. Between data points, the cells were cycled at an accelerated gravimetric current
of 10 A/g for 99 cycles.
carbon based double-layer capacitors4 and demonstrates good long-term stability for
practical use.
Finally, the gravimetric energy and power characteristics of FWNT electrodes,
computed from galvanostatic data in Fig. 3-9 a-c, are shown in Fig. 3-11. At a low
power of -300 W/kg, 2 hour, 4 h and 6 h oxidized VF-FWNT electrodes delivered
gravimetric energies of -200 Wh/kg up to a power of -10 kW/kg. On further increasing
the power, a substantial decrease in attainable energy occurred. The lower gravimetric
energy (78 Wh/kg) of pristine VF-FWNT electrodes compared to oxidized VF-FWNT
electrodes indicates that Faradaic reactions between Li* ions and functional groups
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Figure 3-11. Ragone plot comparing energy and power performance of VF-FWNT
electrodes, calculated from galvanostatic data in Fig. 3-9 a-c. Only positive electrode
weight was considered in the calculations. The data for LbL-MWNT electrodes are from
Lee, S.W. et al., Nature Nanotech. 5, 531-537 (2010).
contribute substantially to the gravimetric energy of FWNT electrodes. These oxidized
VF-FWNT electrodes show higher gravimetric energy density than nanostructured CNT
electrodes for electrochemical capacitors (50-100 Wh/kg).1 5' 74, 86 In addition, at high
power (greater than 10 kW/kg), VF-FWNT electrodes deliver higher gravimetric energy
than high-power Li battery materials. 89-9 1 Although these VF-FWNT electrodes with
more practical thicknesses of -20 ptm have lower gravimetric energy than thin LbL-
MWNT electrodes of a few microns reported previously 60 (gravimetric energies up to 400
Wh/kg at 1 kW/kg), they are free of current collectors, and thus higher gravimetric
energy could be expected in practical devices.
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3.4 Conclusions
This chapter reports two significant advances in design capability for high-energy, high-
power electrodes using functionalized FWNTs. First, we successfully scaled Li-oxygen
storage concepts developed in Chapter 2 to create more practical electrodes that are
thicker (tens of tm) than those developed previously (< 3 pim), and which also are
freestanding, thereby avoiding the need of a substrate. Pristine and oxidized FWNTs were
assembled by the ambient-condition VF method and yielded mechanically robust
electrodes with an interwoven microstructure that serves as a fast electrical conduction
network for high-power applications. Second, we demonstrated a new level of control
over the energy and power characteristics of functionalized FWNTs by controlling the
oxidation time and resulting surface oxygen concentration. We showed that the highest
surface oxygen concentration (0.2 for 4 h oxidation) enabled the highest maximum
gravimetric energies (up to 400 Wh/kg at 1 kW/kg) due to the presence of more oxygen
storage sites, but that the power capability decreased with oxidation time owing to
disruption of the electrical conduction network via introduction of defects. Intermediate
oxidation times and oxygen concentrations (e.g. O/C = 0.11 for 2 h oxidation) can better
balance high energy and power capability in light of these tradeoffs. These findings
highlight new design parameters for tuning energy and power in oxygen-functionalized
CNT systems by exerting control over the intrinsic charge storage mechanisms.
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Chapter 4: Design of Nanostructured Carbon Electrodes for High-
Energy Rechargeable Li-0 2 Batteries
Reproduced in part with permission from Robert R. Mitchell and Betar M. Gallant, Carl
V. Thompson and Yang Shao-Hom, All-Carbon-Nanofiber Electrodes for High-Energy
Rechargeable Li-0 2 Batteries, Energy & Environ. Sci. 4, 2952 (2011). Copyright 2011,
Royal Society of Chemistry.
4.1 Introduction
Rechargeable lithium-oxygen (Li-0 2) batteries 27 -29 , 92 are considered promising
for electric vehicle applications due to a projected gravimetric energy that is considerably
higher (-2-4 times) than conventional Li-ion batteries.28, 29 As described in the
Introduction, charge in a Li-0 2 battery is stored by reduction of molecular 02 by electrons
and Li+ ions to form the solid phase Li2 0 2, which grows within the electrode pores during
discharge. Achieving high gravimetric and volumetric energy densities therefore requires
maximization of the electrode pore volume (filled prior to discharge by electrolyte, which
is displaced as Li20 2 fills the electrode) and minimization of the weight and volume of
the substrate (e.g. carbon) required to electronically and structurally sustain the discharge
reaction.
Development of 02 electrodes has largely followed two approaches. First, there
has been a significant search for active electrocatalysts to promote the oxygen reduction
reaction (ORR) and oxygen evolution reaction (OER) kinetics on discharge and charge
and lower the voltage hysteresis gap for improved round-trip efficiency. Incorporation of
meta193-95 or oxide9 6~98 catalysts into the 02 electrode has been shown to significantly
lower the charging voltage, although the physical processes underlying oxygen
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electrocatalysis in Li-0 2 batteries are not well understood. Second, efforts have focused
on electrode structure development utilizing different substrate structures such as high-
surface area carbons, 99-101  mesocellular carbon, 102  carbon nanotube/nanofiber
buckypapers 3 or graphene. 4 However, characterization to date has largely only
addressed the electrochemical performance (e.g., voltage vs. capacity profiles during
discharge and charge) without more detailed study of the discharge product structure and
physical properties. As a result, there is still limited understanding of how the 02
electrode microstructure can influence the discharge capacity, and how discharge
product(s) grow, distribute and fill the porous 02 electrodes.
This chapter describes the development and characterization of a new class of
carbon electrodes for Li-0 2 cells designed to (1) meet design challenges outlined above
by minimizing the carbon loading and maximizing the void space available for Li20 2
formation, and (2) develop improved understanding of the link between electrode
structure (including the structure of the Li2 0 2 formed on discharge) and the electrode
electrochemical performance. The carbon electrodes developed here, which are based on
normally-aligned hollow carbon fibers with diameters on the order of 30 nm, are grown
directly on ceramic porous substrates and do not require the use of insulating binder,
providing a carbon-only surface for ORR / OER suitable for fundamental morphological
studies. We will show that the aligned carbon nanofibers allow for the clear visualization
of Li2 0 2 growth as a function of the depth-of-discharge, and of its disappearance upon
charge. Most interestingly, Li20 2 particles were found to have a toroid shape and to grow
along the aligned carbon fibers, with particle sizes increasing (up to -1 ptm) with
increasing depth-of-discharge and ultimately merging to efficiently fill the electrode
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volume at the end of discharge. The visualization of Li20 2 morphological evolution
represents a critical step toward understanding key processes that may limit the rate
capability and round-trip efficiency of Li-0 2 batteries.
4.2 Experimental Procedure
CNF electrode synthesis. CNF electrodes were fabricated using atmospheric pressure
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) on porous anodized aluminium oxide (AAO) substrates
coated with thin layers of Ta and Fe. The porous substrate, which allowed 02 permeation
to the CNFs, served as a rigid support for a conductive underlayer 05 of Ta (30 nm in
thickness), which supported a thin film of Fe (2 nm in thickness) used to catalyze growth
of the CNFs. Both the Ta and Fe thin films were deposited using electron beam
evaporation without breaking vacuum. The Ta/Fe thin film bilayer was found to conform
Figure 4-1. (a) Cross sectional (70*-tilt) SEM micrograph of the porous anodized
aluminium oxide (AAO) filter after thin film deposition using electron beam evaporation.
Inset: schematic representation of the electrode after deposition of metal thin films (Ta 30
nm, Fe 2 nm) onto one side of the AAO filter. (b) Cross sectional (70*-tilt) SEM image of
the AAO filter after nanofiber growth. Inset:. schematic representation of the electrode after
catalyzed growth of carbon nanofibers. 97
and adhere well to the AAO substrate as evident in SEM imaging (Fig. 4-1). CNFs were
synthesized at 700 'C inside a fused-silica tube (inner diameter, 22 mm) at atmospheric
pressure with gas flows of Ar (100 sccm), H2 (500 sccm), and C 2H4 (200 sccm). Prior to
the introduction of C 2H4 into the growth reactor, the AAO/Ta/Fe substrate was annealed
for 5 min in Ar/H2 at the synthesis temperature, which allowed the Fe thin film to dewet
into discrete nanoparticles that subsequently catalyzed the growth of CNFs at the
substrate surface. 106 The resulting CNF carpet appeared as a visible black coating on the
substrate surface (Fig. 4-2). The CNFs were aligned roughly perpendicular to the
substrate surface (Fig. 4-1b) with slight entanglement near the base of the fibers. High-
resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) revealed that carbon fibers had
hollow, concentric, truncated graphitic cones aligned along the axis of the fiber 0 7 (Fig. 4-
2b). The mass of CNFs was obtained from the difference in substrate mass measured
before and after CNF deposition using an ultra-microbalance (Metler Toledo, XP6U)
with a resolution of +0.1 Ig. The range of electrode masses used for this study was 44-
184 jg with an individual mass uncertainty of ±7 gg, as determined from repeated
measurements of the same sample over several days. The carbon loadings fell in the
range from 0.1 to 0.2 mgc/cm 2 geo with an average carbon loading of 0.11 ± 0.04
mgc/cm2geo, which were considerably lower than those (~0.5 mgc/cm2 geo93, 94 to ~20
mgc/cm2 geo9 9 , 108) reported previously. SEM imaging performed after electrochemical
testing found that CNF carpet thicknesses ranged from 2 to 8 jm, roughly in proportion
to the mass.
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Figure 4-2. Electrode Fabrication. (a) Digital image of the filter after nanofiber synthesis.
The filter diameter is 13 mm, and the area covered by CNFs has an 11 mm diameter. To
prepare the electrode, a piece of aluminum foil is wrapped around one edge. (b) High-
resolution Transmission Electron Microscope (HR-TEM) bright field image of a typical
nanofiber synthesized using this process. The average diameter of the fibers used in this
study is roughly 30 nm.
Cell assembly. The CNF electrodes were utilized in Li-0 2 cells without any additional
binders or catalysts. Prior to cell assembly, a small aluminium foil jumper was attached to
the electrode to electronically connect the CNF carpet to the backside of the AAO
substrate (Fig. 4-2a). Li-0 2 cells (Fig. 4-3) were assembled in an argon-filled glovebox
with a lithium metal anode (15 mm diameter and -0.45 mm thickness), two porous
separators (Celgard C480), and a CNF electrode with the CNF side facing the separator.
The electrolyte was 0.1 M LiClO 4 (battery grade, dry, 99.99% trace metals basis,
Aldrich) in 1,2-Dimethoxyethane (DME, <30 ppm H20, Sigma-Aldrich). The separators
were pre-soaked in electrolyte, and an additional 140 gL of electrolyte was added during
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Figure 4-3. Experimental cell configuration used in Li-0 2 experiments. The negative
electrode is lithium metal, the positive electrode is the synthesized CNF electrode, and the
electrolyte is 0.1 M LiClO 4 in DME.
cell assembly. A rigid stainless steel mesh was used as the current collector for CNFs,
which allowed 02 diffusion to CNFs through the porous AAO substrate. The cells were
purged for 5 minutes with DME-saturated 02 (99.994 % pure 02, Airgas, H2 0 < 2 ppm)
and subsequently sealed to the ambient atmosphere. It was estimated that the amount of
oxygen available to the 02 electrode in the Li-0 2 cells was at least 50 fold higher than
that required for discharging to a capacity of 5000 mAh/gc. The cells were rested at open
circuit for one hour before testing. The Li-0 2 cells were tested galvanostatically upon
discharge from open circuit (-2.9 V vs. Li) with a lower voltage cutoff of 2.0 V vs. Li.
For galvanostatic charging experiments at gravimetric currents >70 mA/gc, the upper
voltage limit was 4.4 or 4.5 V vs. Li, whereas experiments performed at low rates (<70
mA/gc) were tested to 4.25 V vs. Li.
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4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Electrochemical performance
Li-0 2 cells with CNF-based electrodes were found to discharge at -2.6 V vs. Li
(Fig. 4-4) over several days (the length of a typical discharge was -115 hours) at a
geometric current of 8 gA/cm 2 . The background discharge capacity of the substrate
without CNFs is negligible as galvanostatic discharge of an AAO/Ta/Fe substrate at a
comparable geometric current density (Fig. 4-4) revealed a different voltage profile (E <
2.5 V vs. Li) and terminated after a substantially shorter time. Discharging a CNF
3.0
AAO/Ta/Fe/CNF in 02 8 PA/cm2
> 2.5
* 2.0 AAO/Ta/Fe in 02
> AAO/Ta/Fe/CNF in Ar
6 pA/cm2
1.5
0 2 4 6 8 10
Time (h)
Figure 4-4. Galvanostatic discharge to 2.0 V vs. Li of an AAO/Ta/Fe substrate (no CNFs)
in 02, and a typical AAO/Ta/Fe/CNF electrode in Ar (no 02) demonstrating negligible
capacity (typical discharge time for a CNF electrode in 02, plotted for comparison, is -115
hours at comparable geometric currents).
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electrode in argon (no 02 purge) also showed negligible capacity (Fig. 4-4), which
suggested that oxygen reduction by Li+ was primarily responsible for the observed
discharge capacities of Li-0 2 cells. X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis of discharged
electrodes (Fig. 4-5) revealed only Li 20 2,109 whereas neither Li2O nor LiOH was
detected. This is in agreement with many other studies in which Li20 2 is identified as the
discharge product by XRD 31, 40, 42, 44, 46 on uncatalyzed carbon electrodes in ether
electrolytes.
We first studied the discharge voltage and gravimetric capacities in Li-0 2 cells at
low rates. At a rate of 43 mA/gc, Li-0 2 cells with CNFs discharged at an average voltage
of -2.61 V vs. Li over the entire discharge (Fig. 4-6a and Fig. 4-6b), which compares
well with the discharge voltage of other carbon-only electrodes.34' 44, 110 The gravimetric
discharge capacities of CNF electrodes normalized to carbon mass have an average of
4720 mAh/gc at low rates (< 70 mA/gc) from measurements of 9 separate CNF
electrodes with masses ranging from 44 to 184 ggc. At higher gravimetric currents of
(1 0 0 )L02
0 ~ 510 mfA/gcC
C (110)'1202
pristine
30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75
Angle (20) Cu Ka
Figure 4-5. XRD spectra of pristine and discharged CNF electrodes (510 mA/gc) showing
the formation of Li20 2 (Space Group: P63/mmc; Foeppl, H., Z Anorg. Allg. Chem. 291, 12
(1957)) on discharge.
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261, 578 and 1000 mA/gc, the discharge voltage was reduced (Fig. 4-6a), and the
gravimetric capacity decreased rapidly with increasing rates.
As molecular 02 is reduced by electrons and Li* during discharge to form Li2 0 2
in the pores of the 02 electrode, the electrode weight increases, which can have
significant implications for the use of Li-0 2 cells for practical applications. The
'0* 3.0 . . . . ,I30 - , - - r , - - - - - ,(a) (b)
S2.8 2.8
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Figure 4-6. (a) First-discharge rate capability of CNF electrodes with galvanostatic
currents corresponding to 43, 261, 578, and 1000 mA/gc with a lower voltage cutoff of
2.0 V vs. Li. (b) First discharge rate capabilities normalized to the weight of the
discharged electrode (C + Li 20 2). (c) Gravimetric Ragone plot comparing energy and
power characteristics of CNF electrodes based on the pristine and discharged electrode
weight with that of LiCoO 2 (Chen et al., ChemSusChem 1, 348 (2008)) . (d) Capacity
retention after 10 cycles.
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gravimetric capacities of the 02 electrode normalized to the combined weight of CNFs
and total Li 20 2 formed upon discharge were calculated to be 944 mAh/gdischarged at 43
mA/gc (Fig. 4-6b), which is much lower than when normalized to CNF (C-only) weight
(Fig. 4-6a). This is because the mass of Li20 2 in the discharged electrodes was much
higher (-4 times higher at gravimetric currents <70 mA/gc) than the mass of CNFs in
typical electrodes in Fig. 4-6a, and therefore the gravimetric capacities in Fig. 4-6b are
largely influenced by Li 20 2 weights, especially at low rates. As a result, the discharge
capacities normalized to the weights of discharged electrodes are less rate-dependent than
those normalized to CNF weights (Fig. 4-6b). It should be noted that the gravimetric
discharge capacities of CNF electrodes, even normalized to the combined weights of
CNF and Li20 2 , are considerably higher than those of state-of-the-art lithium
intercalation electrodes.' "1
The gravimetric energy and power characteristics of the CNF electrodes in Li-0 2
cells upon discharge are shown in Fig. 4-6c. Interestingly, the 02 electrode can deliver a
very high gravimetric energy up to -2500 Wh/kgdischarged based on single electrode
weight. Averaged over multiple electrodes, the gravimetric energy of the CNF electrodes
in the discharge state decreases from -2400 Wh/kgdischarged at -30 W/kgdischarged, to ~2100
Wh/kgdischarged at -150 W/kgdischarged. Considering the theoretical gravimetric energy
density of pure Li 20 2 (3215 Wh/kgLi 2O2, assuming a practical discharge voltage of 2.75 V
vs. Li and a capacity of 1168 mAh/gLi2O2), 2 9 CNF electrodes discharged at low rates
reached roughly 75% of the theoretical value. These gravimetric energy values represent
a roughly 4-fold improvement compared to state-of-the-art Li intercalation electrodes
such as LiCoO 2 (-600 Wh/kgLiCoO2)12. Owing to uncertainty in thickness measurements
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of CNF electrodes, it is difficult to directly compare performance on a volumetric basis.
However, it is important to note that owing to lower density of Li2O2 (2.3 g/cc)109
compared to the density of oxide positive electrodes (-5 g/cc for LiCoO 2)1 2 that the
volumetric energy advantage of CNF electrodes is anticipated to be much lower than the
gravimetric energy enhancement compared to LiCoO 2 , which is generally true for Li-0 2
1a pm 1 m1p
200 nm200 nim 200 nm
Figure 4-7. Evolution of Li2O2 discharge product morphology. Insets show the
corresponding discharge voltage profile. (a-b) Galvanostatic discharge to a capacity of
350 mAh/gc at 68 mA/gc. Li2 0 2 particles appear to first form on the CNF sidewalls as
small spheres with < 100 nm diameters, (c-d) Intermediate galvanostatic discharge to
1880 mAh/gc at 64 mA/gc. Particles appear to develop a toroidal shape as the average
particle size increases to 400 nm, (e-f) Full discharge to 7200 mAh/gc at 63 mA/gc.
The discrete particles merge to form a monolithic Li2O 2 mass with low porosity.
29 ' h
electrodes. Upon cycling, the electrodes demonstrated gradual capacity loss over the
first 10 cycles (Fig. 4-6d) at moderate rates (-300 mA/gc), which is in agreement with
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the generally poor cycle performance of Li-0 2 electrodes reported in literature. The
origin of capacity fading upon cycling is investigated in further detail in Chapter 5.
4.3.2 Li2O2 morphological evolution upon discharge and charge
The unique structure of CNF electrodes enabled clear visualization of Li2 02
formation and morphological evolution during discharge and its disappearance upon
charge. In order to investigate the evolution of Li 20 2 particles upon discharge, several
cells were discharged at 60-70 mA/gc from OCV to various depths (350, 1880, and 7200
mAh/gc, corresponding to approximately 5%, 25%, and 100% of discharge capacity,
respectively), as shown in Fig. 4-7. Cross-sectional ex-situ SEM imaging of the electrode
revealed that Li 20 2 appeared to first form as discrete spherical particles on the CNF
sidewalls. Li 2O 2 structures were found to evolve from spherical particles, with an average
diameter of -100 nm at 350 mAh/gc (Fig. 4-7a and Fig. 4-7b), to toroidal-shaped
particles, with an average diameter of -400 nm at 1880 mAh/gc (Fig. 4-7c and Fig. 4-
7d). These particles were observed to grow as large as -1 pm in diameter with increasing
depth-of-discharge, before eventually merging into a monolithic mass (Fig. 4-7e and Fig.
4-7f). With increasing rate (-500 mA/gc), the Li 20 2 particles appeared smaller, with a
higher density along the CNF axes, leading to a conformal coating of particles along the
CNF axes at full discharge (Fig. 4-8). Based on these results, the ability to form large
Li20 2 toroid structures may be critical in achieving high electrode gravimetric and
volumetric energies, and the ability to form these large structures and utilize the electrode
volume efficiently at higher rates represents an ongoing challenge.
Observation of toroidal Li 2O2 in this work and in a second concurrent study from
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our group44 constituted the first literature reports of the structure of electrochemically
formed Li 2O2, its evolution during discharge, and its rate dependence. Toroidal particles
Figure 4-8. Cross-sectional SEM of an electrode discharged at 511 mA/gC with a
lower voltage cutoff of 2.0 V vs. Li. The image corresponds to a gravimetric discharge
capacity of 3560 mAh/gc. The electrode morphology is characterized by a dense
discharge product near the AAO surface, but a very low density morphology near the
top of the carpet. CNFs are conformally coated with comparatively smaller particles
than particles observed at low discharge rates.
have since been observed across many additional studies in the literature involving
different ether and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) electrolytes and different electrode
materials,3 4, 44, 46, 113, 114 indicating that the toroidal shape is broadly characteristic of
electrochemically formed Li2O2 and is not electrolyte or substrate-specific.
Continued work based on this thesis chapter has investigated the miscrostructure
of toroidal Li 2O2 and the process by which the shape evolves during discharge." 5 Such
studies, which employ TEM and selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) of Li 2O2
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formed at low rates, have yielded new insights into the crystal orientation within toroids
and the surface facet expression of the near-thermodynamic shape of Li 2O2 . Nucleation
and growth processes of Li 2O2 are still ongoing and will be critical to improving the
design of electrodes to form and oxidize Li20 2 structures with high efficiency.
Upon galvanostatic charge following the first discharge, the average charging
voltage was found to range from -4.1 V vs. Li at 43 mA/gc to -4.4 V vs. Li at 578
mA/gc (Fig. 4-9a, left). These voltages are below the decomposition potential of the
electrolyte (-4.7 V vs. Li in 0 2 -purged cells), which was determined by charging an as-
assembled cell from open circuit (Fig. 4-9a, right). In contrast to the microstructure of a
fully discharged electrode (Fig. 4-9b), ex-situ SEM imaging revealed substantial removal
of Li 2 0 2 during charging, with bare CNFs reappearing and toroidal particles disappearing
(Fig. 4-9c). Characteristic of the charged structure, the sidewalls of the CNFs appear
rougher than those in pristine electrodes, which may be related to incomplete Li2 02
removal. The observation of Li2O 2 formation/dissolution and corresponding
electrochemical performance can provide new insights into relevant design criteria for
electrodes for efficient rechargeable Li-0 2 batteries.
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The high gravimetric capacities and energies obtained from CNF electrodes
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Figure 4-9. (a) Left: First-cycle performance of CNF electrodes discharged/charged at
galvanostatic currents of 43, 261, and 578 mA/gc. Right: Galvanostatic charge profile
of CNF electrodes from OCV in 02 and Ar-purged cells directly charged after cell
assembly used to determine the electrolyte decomposition potential (-4.7 V vs. Li in 02
cells). (b) Ex-situ SEM cross-section of a CNF electrode discharged to 7200 mAh/gc at
63 mA/gc. Inset: Voltage profile during discharge. (c) Ex-situ SEM cross-section of a
CNF electrode charged after discharge to 7100 mAh/gc at 132 mA/gc. Inset: Voltage
profile during discharge/charge.
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suggest that carbon pore structures can play a significant role in determining the 02
electrode performance in Li-0 2 cells, and high filling of the CNF electrode void volume
can be achieved with relatively low loading of carbon (-0.1 mgc/cm 2 geo). This could
result from unique advantages of the aligned nanofiber structure, including high
electronic conductivity, high void volume, and an interconnected, well-developed pore
structure that could enable continued growth of Li 20 2 with concurrent displacement of
electrolyte. The ability to observe the influence of parameters such as rate and depth-of-
discharge on the morphological evolution of Li2O2 opens exciting new opportunities to
understand and optimize the high-rate and cycling performance of Li-0 2 batteries.
Further, the growth technique used to synthesize CNF electrodes could allow for tuneable
properties of electrodes such as carpet thickness and mass density, which could yield new
insights into the role of electrode structure on Li-0 2 cathode performance. Further
studies, as presented in Chapter 5, will investigate the fundamental origins of the
charging and cycling performance in 02 electrodes using the nanostructured carbon
platform developed in this work.
4.4 Conclusions
We have shown that carbon nanofibers grown on a porous alumina substrate are
promising materials for the 02 electrode in Li-0 2 batteries. In the discharged state
(considering the mass of carbon and Li 20 2), CNF electrodes can provide gravimetric
energies up to -2500 Wh/kgdischarged at powers up to -100 W/kgdischarged, which remain
among the highest values reported for Li-0 2 batteries to date2 9 (including carbon-only
and catalyst-containing electrodes). The unique morphology of CNF electrodes has
enabled SEM observations of the morphological evolution of Li 20 2 particles as a function
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of rate and depth-of-discharge and also of the removal of Li 2 0 2 particles during charging.
This study highlights the importance of novel 0 2 -electrode designs and opens up new
directions and strategies to develop highly efficient electrodes for Li-0 2 batteries.
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Chapter 5: The Role of the Discharge Product Chemistry and
Morphology During Li-0 2 Battery Electrode Cycling
Reproduced in part with permission from Betar M. Gallant, Robert R. Mitchell, David G.
Kwabi, Jigang Zhou, Lucia Zuin, Carl V. Thompson and Yang Shao-Horn, Chemical and
Morphological Changes in Li-0 2 Batteries upon Cycling, J. Phys. Chem. C. 116, 20800 -
20805 (2012). Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society.
5.1 Introduction
To make Li-0 2 batteries suitable for practical applications, major challenges must be
overcome, which include low round-trip efficiency,2 8 , 41 electrolyte instability,
3 9
-
4 2
, 116, 117
and low cycle life.3 1' 42 Fundamental knowledge gaps remain regarding the chemical and
electrochemical stability of the electrolyte solvent, 39-42, 116, 117 the oxygen electrode such
as carbon, 4 5 '7 oxygen reduction products in the presence of lithium salts,1 18 and binder46
during cycling, and how these instabilities may influence the poor round-trip efficiency
and cycle life of Li-0 2 batteries reported to date. In this chapter, we report significant
chemical and morphological changes of the oxygen electrode during cycling of Li-0 2
batteries with a DME-based electrolyte.
Although ether-based electrolytes are relatively stable against superoxide radical
attack in contrast to carbonate-based electrolytes,41, 119 recent studies have shown that
tetraglyme42-containing electrolytes can decompose to produce parasitic reaction
products such as lithium carbonate (Li2CO3), where crystalline Li 2O2, detected upon the
first discharge, decreases and carbonate-related species accumulate upon cycling.42
Additionally, differential electrochemical mass spectroscopy (DEMS) data of 13C
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electrodes' 17 have shown that carbon, used universally in oxygen electrodes, can
chemically react with Li 20 2 to form carbonates in the first cycle. Although it has been
proposed that Li2CO 3 forms at the carbon-Li 20 2 interface based on very low specific
capacities (~1 nm Li 20 2 coverage on carbon), 17 there is little unique experimental
evidence on where Li 2 CO 3 is distributed in the electrode (relative to Li 20 2 and carbon), if
it is crystalline and how the amount, the morphology and crystallinity evolve during
cycling. Such investigations would provide insights into the development of stable
electrodes for Li-0 2 batteries as Li2CO 3 has been detected universally in Li-0 2 electrodes
reported to date,3 3 , 42, 116, 117 even in Au-only electrodes where Li 20 2 formed reversibly
after many cycles. 33
In this work, we employ freestanding VACNT carpets (Fig. 5-1 inset) to examine
the chemical and morphological stability of the oxygen electrode during cycling. These
VACNT electrodes are binder-free as the instability of typical battery electrode binders
such as PVDF in the presence of the superoxide radical46 may influence the observed loss
42
of Li 2O2 crystallinity. We utilize XANES to distinguish surface and bulk chemical and
structural changes of the oxygen electrodes during cycling. The morphologies and crystal
structures of the discharge products formed on VACNT electrodes are characterized
using TEM combined with selected area electron diffraction (SAED), where significant
morphological changes are related to the changing chemical nature of discharge products
and charging voltage profiles. These findings provide new mechanistic insights into the
origin of irreversibility in Li-0 2 electrodes, where fundamental understanding is urgently
needed to guide development of more stable Li-0 2 batteries.
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Figure 5-1. Voltage vs. capacity profiles of the first 10 full cycles and the 1 1 h
discharge of a freestanding VACNT electrode. Inset: SEM images of an as-grown
electrode at low and high magnification.
5.2 Experimental Procedure
Electrode fabrication. VACNT carpets were synthesized using thermal chemical vapor
deposition (CVD).106', 120 During VACNT growth, a C2H4 feedstock was thermally
decomposed over an A12 03-supported Fe catalyst in a two-zone hot-walled thermal CVD
system with the upstream and downstream zones heated at 8500 C and 720* C,
respectively. VACNT carpets of -500 pim height were synthesized within 20 minutes.
Following growth, the VACNT carpet was monolithically delaminated from the growth
substrate, allowing it to be utilized as a freestanding electrode in Li-0 2 cells.
Cell assembly. VACNT electrodes were tested as the positive electrode in Li-0 2 cells
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without binder. Electrodes were dried under vacuum in a Buchi glass oven for at least 8
hours at 70*C, then sealed and transferred to an argon glovebox (MBRAUN, USA, H20
< 0.1 ppm, 02 < 0.1 ppm) without exposure to air. Li-0 2 cells were assembled as reported
previously3 1 with a lithium foil anode (15 mm in diameter, ~0.45 mm thick), two
separators (Celgard C480) presoaked in electrolyte (0.1 M LiClO 4 in DME, Novolyte
Purolyte, <20 ppm H2 0), and an additional 175 gL of electrolyte. A stainless steel mesh
was used as the current collector. Following assembly, cells were transferred to a
connected second argon glovebox (MBRAUN, USA, H20 < 0.1 ppm, 02 < 1%) without
exposure to air, purged for 5 minutes with dry 02 (99.994 % pure 02, Airgas, H20 < 2
ppm), and sealed for testing. For cells cycled 10 times, the cells were slightly pressurized
with 02 prior to sealing and were cycled inside the glovebox to minimize any potential
water influx during long testing times. All other cells were unpressurized and were tested
outside the glovebox.
Cell testing. Li-0 2 cells were rested at open circuit (~3.1 V vs. Li) for one hour
following purging. Cycling tests were conducted using a Solartron 1470 or Bio-logic
VMP3. As electrolyte decomposition was found to occur at voltages greater than 4.6 V
vs. Li in both argon and oxygen, Li-0 2 cells were cycled with an upper voltage cutoff of
4.5 V vs. Li to minimize electrolyte decomposition on charge. VACNT electrodes were
found to have maximum discharge capacities of -10,000 mAh/gc. To expedite cycling
experiments, electrodes were discharged galvanostatically to a limited capacity of 1000
mAh/gc at 250 mA/gc and charged at a lower rate of 100 mA/gc unless otherwise noted.
Ex-situ characterization. Samples for XRD analysis were prepared in an argon
glovebox and sealed with Kapton film to minimize ambient exposure during XRD scans.
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XRD scans of pristine and cycled freestanding VACNT electrodes were collected using a
Panalytical X'Pert Pro Multipurpose Diffractometer (Cu Ka) with a continuous scan of
0.36 */min between 5 0 and 80 0 20. 0 and C K-edge XANES spectra from discharged
and charged electrodes were obtained at the Canadian Light Source (CLS) on the
Figure 5-2. Bright-field TEM micrograph of as-grown carbon nanotubes.
spherical grating monochromator (SGM), where all the samples were stored in an argon-
filled glove-bag before being loaded into the vacuum chamber. XANES spectra were
recorded in the surface sensitive total electron yield (TEY) mode using specimen current
and bulk fluorescence yield (FY) mode using a multi-channel plate detector. TEM images
were collected using bright field imaging at 120 kV accelerating voltage in a Zeiss Libra
120.
5.3 Results and Discussion
Representative voltage profiles of Li-0 2 cells cycled with VACNT electrodes in
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0.1 M LiClO 4 (DME) are shown in Figures 5-1 and 5-10. The VACNT electrode carpets
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Figure 5-3. Ex-situ XRD spectra of charged and discharged electrodes as a function of
cycle number. Electrodes without capacity noted (blue and green lines) were
discharged at 250 mA/gc to a limited capacity of 1000 mAh/gc and charged at 100
mA/gc, ending on the designated discharge or charge step. The 6* and 1 1th discharged
electrodes with capacities of 5800 and 7000 mAh/ge, respectively (red lines) were
cycled under the same conditions but with a final discharge at 250 mA/ge to 2.0 V vs.
Li. The XRD spectrum of a pristine freestanding VACNT electrode is shown in gray
and the peak at 42.9* 20 is attributed to VACNTs.2 6
are comprised of -500 pm-tall multi-walled carbon nanotubes typically with 2-4 walls
(7.7 : 2.0 nm diameter) (Fig. 5-2) and with entanglement at the microscopic level that
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provides mechanical rigidity to the freestanding structure. The average voltage during
discharge to 1000 mAh/gc at 250 mA/gc ranged between 2.55 - 2.6 V vs. Li, which is
typical for carbon electrodes.31' 117, 121 XRD analysis of the electrodes after the first
discharge (Fig. 5-3) revealed Li20 2 as the only crystalline phase with an average
crystallite size of ~16 ± 6 nm as determined from Scherrer broadening analysis of the
(100) peak in discharged electrodes. The presence of Li 2O2 was further confirmed by
XANES data in the FY mode, which has an escape depth of hundreds of nanometers.
Based on the XANES FY data of a commercial Li 20 2 sample (Fig. 5-4a), the feature at
~532 eV in the 0 K-edge spectrum of the electrode discharged to 1000 mAh/gc is
indicative of Li 2O2 , which becomes more pronounced upon further discharge to 4700
mAh/gc. Although the 0 K-edge FY data of discharged VACNT electrodes are similar to
those of discharged Vulcan carbon electrodes in our previous work,44 they are slightly
different from those found for commercial Li20 2 . This difference can be attributed to the
following: 1) the surfaces of electrochemically formed Li 2O 2 crystallites can contribute
greatly to the 0 K-edge FY data but not those of commercial Li 20 2 due to much smaller
crystallite sizes of electrochemically formed Li 20 2 (~15 nm) than commercial Li2 02
(~400 nm),3 8 and 2) electrochemically formed Li 2O2 particles might be nonstoichiometric
and contain structural defects, 4 4 which requires further investigation.
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XANES data revealed unique evidence that Li 2CO 3 was largely present at the
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Figure 5-4. (a) 0 K-edge FY, (b) 0 K-edge TEY, and (c) C K-edge TEY/FY XANES
spectra of electrodes discharged to 1000 mAh/gc (at 250 mA/gc) and 4700 mAh/gc (at
100 mA/gc) on the 1St discharge. The reference spectra of commercial Li 20 2 (90%,
Sigma Aldrich), commercial Li2CO 3 (99%, Alfa Aesar), and pristine VACNTs (FY for
C K-edge) are included. (d) Schematic of discharge products formed at low and high
capacity on VACNTs on the 1't discharge.
interface between VACNTs and Li2O2 but was not significant on the Li20 2 surfaces
exposed to the electrolyte. XANES 0 K-edge FY data show the presence of Li2CO 3 in
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addition to Li2O2 for the electrode discharged to 1000 mAh/gc, as shown by the strong
Figure 5-5. TEM micrographs comparing the morphology between electrodes after the
1st discharge at 250 mA/gc to low (1000 mAh/gc, left) and high (4700 mAh/gc, right)
capacity. The coverage of particles on CNTs increased with increasing capacity.
peak at -534 eV (Fig. 5-4a), which is further supported by the presence of the -290.2 eV
peak in the C K-edge data consistent with the Li2CO 3 reference (Fig. 5-4c). At 1000
mAh/ge, the ratio of Li 2CO3 to Li 20 2 in the 0 K-edge FY mode (Fig. 5-4a) is lower than
that in the TEY mode with an escape depth of only tens of nanometers (Fig. 5-4b),
indicating that Li2CO3 forms predominantly as a surface species (Fig. 5-4d). Upon
increasing capacity from 1000 to 4700 mAh/ge, the 0 K-edge TEY data were found to
change from features largely dominated by Li2CO 3 to those much more comparable to the
Li2O2 reference (Fig. 5-4b). This can be explained by the formation of Li2CO3 occurring
predominantly on the VACNT surfaces, which become increasingly covered by discrete
particles of Li2O2 that grow and cover the carbon surface with increasing capacity (Fig.
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5-4d and 5-5). Interestingly, the formation of Li2CO 3 in these oxygen electrodes with
D Tenth Charge mNX60
2 3 4 5 6 7jg| (1/nm)
Figure 5-6. Radial profiles of electron diffraction patterns from cycled electrodes
corresponding to the TEM micrographs in Figure 5-7. Vertical red and blue bars
indicate positions of reflections in Li2CO3 and Li 2O2 with heights indicating the
intensity from XRD reference patterns.
high Li2O2 coverage on VACNTs (~ 10 nm for 4700 mAh/gc) is confined to the interface
between Li 2O2 and carbon similar to that reported recently using electrodes with low
Li 2O2 coverage (-1 nm). 17 It is also interesting to note that Li2CO 3 was shown, for the
first time, to be nanocrystalline as revealed by SAED (Fig. 5-6), which allowed the
indexing of low-angle reflections that may have been obscured by the sample background
in XRD. Moreover, it should be mentioned that the observation of Li2O2-dominated
surface species at high capacities indicates that formation of Li2CO3-like species on the
Li 2O2 particle surfaces associated with electrolyte decomposition is not significant on the
first discharge. Furthermore, the surface of VACNTs was found to be partially oxidized
by the formation of chemical bonds between carbon and oxygen such as Li-O-C
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(different from those of Li2CO 3) on the carbon surface, 2, 123 as evidenced by the
appearance of a peak at 288.5 eV in the C K-edge data of discharged electrodes (Fig. 5-
4c). The formation of such surface oxygenated species on VACNTs further supports the
reactivity between Li2O2 and other oxygen reduction reaction intermediates such as 02
with VACNTs.
Figure 5-7. TEM micrographs of discharged and charged VACNT electrodes as a
function of cycle number. Inset scale bars = 200 nm.
This proposed morphology for reaction products after the first discharge (Fig. 5-
4d) is supported by TEM images of discharged electrodes, where discrete small particles
were found along the sidewalls of VACNTs at 1000 mAh/gc (Fig. 5-7a and 5-5a) and
exhibited increased coverage at 4700 mAh/gc (Fig. 5-5b). This morphology was found to
be different from the toroidal morphology formed on aligned carbon nanofiber (CNF)
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electrodes3 1 grown on an anodized aluminum oxide (AAO) porous substrate reported
previously. The difference is likely related to the much larger specific surface area of
VACNTs (500 m2/g as determined from geometric estimates and BET measurements)
with smaller diameters (3-4x) than CNFs (estimated -100 m2 /g from geometric
estimates). Thus the amount of discharge product formed on VACNTs per unit VACNT
area is lower for a given gravimetric capacity compared to CNFs, and the current per unit
VACNT area is lower than on CNFs for a given gravimetric current based on carbon,
where both can influence the morphologies of Li 20 2. This hypothesis is supported by the
fact that at large gravimetric capacities such as 10,000 mAh/gVACNT, we observe similar
toroidal particles to those in our previous work.31 Moreover, VACNTs used in this study
are composed of concentric graphitic cylinders aligned parallel to the tube axis, whereas
CNFs on AAO contain edge planes exposed along the sidewalls,3 1 which may influence
the nucleation of Li 2O2 on the carbon surface. Therefore, direct comparison between
VACNTs and CNFs is not straightforward and requires further detailed studies.
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On the first charge, the voltage increased gradually to a plateau of -4 V vs. Li and
only ticked upwards near the end of charge at -4.25 V vs. Li (Fig. 5-1). XRD analysis
(Fig. 5-3) showed that Li 2O2 was absent following the first charge. Interestingly, the
XANES 0 K-edge FY and TEY data after the first charge (Fig. 5-8a) showed direct
evidence that not only Li 2O2 but also Li2CO3 were largely removed from the entire
oxygen electrode upon charging, which was further supported by the C K-edge data (Fig.
5-8b). Moreover, TEM imaging revealed that the sidewalls of VACNTs were largely bare
(Fig. 5-7b), which is in agreement with the fact that the radial profile of SAED data
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Figure 5-8. (a) 0 K-edge FY and (b) C K-edge TEY spectra of cycled electrodes
ending on the 1", 6*, or 11h discharge at 250 mA/gc to 1000 mAh/gc or after the first
charge ("Charged") compared to commercially-available Li 20 2 (90%, Sigma Aldrich)
and Li2CO3 (99%, Alfa Aesar).
appears identical to that of pristine VACNTs (Fig. 5-6). High-resolution TEM imaging
showed only very small (< 1 nm) particles on VACNTs in the electrode following first
charge (Fig. 5-9), which could be minute remaining reaction products.
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Upon the second discharge, the voltage was typically higher than the first
discharge (Fig. 5-1 and Fig. 5-10). Li 2O2 was detected by XRD on the second discharge,
with comparable Li2 0 2 crystallite sizes, 11 ± 2 nm, to those found upon the first
discharge. TEM imaging revealed that the Li2O2 particles had disk-like morphologies
(Fig. 5-7c and 5-11), distinctly different from the small particles on VACNTs observed
after the first discharge (Fig. 5-7a and 5-5a). These changes, which were reproducible
Figure 5-9. High magnification bright-field TEM micrograph (120 kV) indicating the
presence of small particles on the sidewalls of the carbon nanotubes after 1st charge.
The chemical composition of these particles is not known and cannot be conclusively
attributed to undissolved discharge product; they appear to have similar size,
distribution, and contrast as the amorphous carbon present on the sidewalls of as-grown
carbon nanotubes (Fig. 5-2).
over a range of discharge rates and capacities, indicate an irreversible change in the
electrode and electrolyte following the first cycle that influenced the products on
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subsequent discharge. Although the origin of particle morphological changes from the
first to the second discharge requires further investigation, it is proposed that parasitic
species from electrolyte decomposition such as water and CO 2, as reported previously,4 2
could alter the nucleation and growth kinetics of Li 2O2 . The proposed increased water
content in the electrolyte in the second discharge was supported by the following: 1)
Karl-Fisher titration of the electrolyte after the 4 th discharge showed that the water
content of the electrolyte increased by -150 ppm, 2) the second discharge voltage is
greater than that in the first discharge, and adding water was shown recently to increase
the discharge voltages of Li-0 2 cells.124
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On subsequent cycles, the discharge voltage profile was nearly unchanged. In
contrast, the charging voltage profile changed significantly during cycling, where a
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Figure 5-10. Voltage vs. capacity cycling profiles
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discharge, (b) 1St charge, (c) 2nd discharge, (d) 6th discharge, (e) 10 th charge, and (f) 1 1 th
discharge. Each full cycle consisted of discharge at 250 mA/gc to a limited capacity of
1000 mAh/gc followed by charge at 100 mA/gc until full capacity reversal was
achieved, and repetition to the desired cycle number. Electrodes were terminated after
the indicated discharge (blue) or charge (green) step for characterization.
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second charging plateau at -4.4 V vs. Li grew at the expense of the plateau at -4.0 V and
eventually accounted for 50% or more of the total charge capacity in the 10th charge. No
crystalline phase, including Li 2O2, was found by XRD upon discharge to 1000 mAh/gc in
Figure 5-11. Bright-field TEM micrographs of electrodes exhibiting disc morphologies
upon discharge after cycling. Electrodes after (a,b) 2 nd discharge at 250 mAlgc to 1000
mAhlgc, (c) 6 th discharge at 250 mA/gc (5 previous cycles to 1000 mAh/gc) to 5800
mAh/gc (2 V vs. Li, 5-14a), and I1 1 h discharge (10 previous cycles to 1000 mAh/gc) to
7000 mAh/gc (2 V vs. Li, Fig. 5-14b).
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the sixth or higher cycle (Fig. 5-3). In addition, XANES 0 K-edge FY and C K-edge
TEY data showed greatly pronounced Li2CO 3 features relative to Li 20 2 upon cycling
(Fig. 5-8), which indicated that Li2CO3 increased and gradually dominated the cycled
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Figure 5-12. FTIR spectra of discharged (designated 'D') and charged (designated 'C')
electrodes terminated on the indicated cycle number. The pristine electrode reference
was soaked in 0.1 M LiClO 4 in DME and dried prior to measurement.
electrodes. Moreover, TEM imaging revealed that the morphologies of the discharge
electrodes changed with cycling, where small clusters of particles were found along the
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sidewalls of VACNTs (Fig. 5-7 d-f) at higher cycle numbers. Furthermore, sparse, large
agglomerates (~100-400 nm, Fig. 5-7 d-f) that largely consist of crystalline Li 2 CO 3 as
determined by SAED (Fig. 5-6, 1 0 h charge agglomerate) were found within the cycled
electrodes in both the discharged and charged states. These agglomerates appear similar
in size and morphology to the discharge product observed previously in propylene
carbonate electrolyte, where Li2CO 3 was formed as the predominant discharge species.12 1
It is noted that the presence of parasitic reaction species other than Li 2 CO 3 such as LiOH,
HCO2Li, and HCO 2Li-H 20 may be present, but could not be conclusively identified from
SAED. These results are in agreement with FTIR data (Fig. 5-12), where Li2 CO3 and/or
HCO 2Li-H 20 near -1400 cm 1 and CH 3CO 2Li at 1600 cm-1 appeared to grow in intensity
on subsequent cycles.
The disappearance of crystalline Li2 0 2 and the accumulation of parasitic
carbonate-based species in the electrode can be related to the gradual changes in the
charging voltage profile during cycling (Fig. 5-1, 5-10 and 5-13). Nanocrystalline Li2O2
and carbonate-based parasitic products present after first discharge can be mostly
removed upon the first charge (Fig. 5-3, 5-6 and 5-7), where the removal of Li2 02
contributes to the majority of the charge capacity below -4.0 V while the oxidation of
Li 2 CO 3 -like products accounts for the minor capacity above -4.0 V (Fig. 5-13). Upon
cycling, the morphologies of reaction products in the discharged electrode were found to
gradually change from a coating of particles on VACNTs (Fig. 5-7a and 5-5a) to clusters
of particles on VACNTs and very few large agglomerates with limited contact with
VACNTs (Fig. 5-5 d-f). This morphological change in the discharged electrodes is
associated with increasing Li2CO 3-like species and decreasing Li 2 0 2 upon cycling, as
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evidenced by 0 K-edge FY data and electron diffraction evidence (Fig. 5-6 and 5-8).
Li 2O2 and Li2CO 3-like species in the small clusters of particles on VACNTs in discharged
electrodes can be oxidized/removed during subsequent charging, which is in agreement
Capacity
Figure 5-13. Schematic illustrating the morphological evolution of the discharge
product during 1st and higher cycle numbers and the corresponding influence on the
charging voltage.
with reduction and increase in the capacity of the -4 V and -4.5 V charging plateaus
upon cycling, respectively. However, the oxidation of Li2 0 2 and Li2CO 3-like products in
the small clusters of particles and agglomerates becomes increasingly difficult with
increasing cycles, which is supported by gradually increased voltages for the -4 V and
-4.5 V plateau (Fig. 5-1, 5-10 and 5-13) and observation of increasing products on
VACNTs in the charged electrodes (Fig. 5-7). The reduced oxidation kinetics could be
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attributed to increasing electrical resistance of clusters of particles and agglomerates on
VACNTs with increasing Li 2CO 3-like species in the discharged electrode upon cycling
(Fig. 5-7).
Interestingly, crystalline Li 20 2 was detected following a number of cycles when
the cell was discharged to higher capacities. For example, crystalline Li 2O2 was found by
XRD in electrodes upon deep discharge to -5800 mAh/gc in the sixth cycle (after five
cycles to 1000 mAh/gc) and to ~7000 mAh/gc in the eleventh cycle (after ten cycles to
4.5 Cycles 1(a) Cyces 1-'10
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Figure 5-14. Voltage-capacity curves of electrodes cycled (a) 5 times, ending on 6th
discharge and (b) 10 times, ending on 1 1th discharge. The initial cycles were conducted
at a discharge rate of 250 mA/gc to 1000 mAh/gc and charged at 100 mA/gc. The final
discharge step was conducted at 250 mA/gc to a voltage cutoff of 2.0 V vs. Li
(electrodes correspond to those in Fig. 5-3 and 5-11 c-d.
1000 mAh/gc, Fig. 5-3 and 5-14). Interestingly, the observed crystalline Li 20 2 was found
to be disc-shaped and -200 nm in diameter (Fig. 5-11 c-d). These findings indicate that
once a sufficient amount of Li2O2 reacts irreversibly with carbon during discharge,
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oxygen reduction can proceed to form crystalline Li 20 2 in the oxygen electrode. In
summary, the chemical and structural changes observed in binder-free VACNTs in this
study support those with binder reported previously,4 2 and additionally show that the
origin of instability is more fundamentally related to the interfaces between carbon and
Li20 2/other discharge intermediates.
5.4 Conclusions
We report considerable chemical and morphological changes occurring in carbon-only
Li-0 2 battery electrodes during cycling in DME. In the first few cycles, these changes are
characterized by loss of Li 2O 2 crystallinity and formation of parasitic products such as
crystalline Li2CO3, which are shown by XANES to be located predominantly on the
surface of carbon and therefore likely result from chemical reactions between carbon and
Li 20 2 or other discharge intermediates. Although Li2 CO 3 can be nearly entirely removed
electrochemically on the first charge, Li2 CO 3 becomes increasingly difficult to oxidize at
higher cycles, as evidenced by TEM and SAED showing large Li 2CO3 agglomerates
remaining in the electrode following charge. The increased presence of agglomerates and
changing morphology of products during cycling is related to an increasing charge
capacity at -4.4 V with increasing cycles. This study suggests that the investigation of
carbon-free oxygen electrodes may lead to enhanced reversibility of Li-0 2 batteries.
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Chapter 6: Influence of Li20 2 Morphology and Surface Chemistry
on Oxygen Reduction and Evolution Kinetics in Li-0 2 Batteries
Reproduced in part with permission from Betar M. Gallant, David G. Kwabi, Robert R.
Mitchell, Jigang Zhou, Carl V. Thompson and Y. Shao-Horn, Influence of Li 2O2
Morphology on Oxygen Reduction and Evolution Kinetics in Li-0 2 Batteries, Energy &
Environmental Science, Accepted Manuscript, 2013, DOI: 10. 1039/C3EE40998H.
6.1 Introduction
As discussed throughout this thesis, two of the most prominent challenges facing Li-0 2
batteries are the low round-trip efficiency, requiring significant overpotentials (~0.4 - 1.4
V)29, 33, 126, 127 for the OER on charge, and poor electrolyte 3 3 , 40, 42, 128 and electrode (e.g.
carbon3 3, 45 , 117, 126) chemical stability upon discharge, charge and cycling. Chapter 5 and
additional studies have shown that parasitic products such as Li2CO 3,4 2 , 117,126 which form
at the carbon surface during discharge in ether electrolytes, can influence the charging
potentials during the final stages of charge (i.e., at potentials > 4 V vs. Li)'1 7 and can help
to explain changes in the charging profiles upon cycling.42, 126 However, the fundamental
origin of the overpotentials observed in the initial and intermediate stages of the charging
process, related predominantly to oxidation of Li 2O2 , 17,129 are still not well understood.
The Li 20 2 morphology (e.g., shape and characteristic thicknesses) and structure
(e.g. crystallinity and surface vs. bulk composition) are expected to be important
parameters that can influence the voltage profile during discharge and charge, the rate
capability and the discharge capacity, and the ability to cycle electrodes reversibly.
However, while studies have reported the observation of various Li20 2 morphologies in
ether-based electrolytes including toroidal-shaped Li 2O2 , 3' 46, 113, 114 small Li 2O 2
particles,12 1, 126 and rough thin films,130 the link between the morphology of Li 20 2 and the
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electrochemistry is not well understood. Such an understanding will be critical for
identification of new approaches for reducing the overpotentials on discharge and, more
significantly, on charge.
In this chapter, we investigate the influence of the Li20 2 morphology on both the
discharge (ORR) and charge (OER) kinetics in high surface area CNT electrodes1 2 6 in Li-
02 cells. We first characterize the rate- and potential-dependent morphologies upon
discharge, where two distinct classes of Li 20 2 structures, Li20 2 discs and Li20 2 particles,
are formed. We examine morphological differences in these two types of Li20 2 using
TEM, structural differences using XRD, and chemical differences between the surface
and bulk using XANES. We next investigate the charging pathways and kinetics
associated with oxidation of discs and particles to reveal new insights into the
morphology-dependent OER kinetics. Finally, we employ a potentiostatic intermittent
titration technique (PITT) to investigate the intrinsic, quasi-equilibrium charging
behaviour of these two morphologies.
6.2 Experimental Procedure
Electrode fabrication. Freestanding, binder-free CNT carpets were synthesized by
thermal chemical vapor deposition (CVD).126 During CNT growth, C2H4 feedstock was
thermally decomposed over an A120 3-supported Fe catalyst in a two-zone hot-walled
thermal CVD system with the upstream and downstream zones heated at 850' C and 720'
C, respectively. Typical heights of CNT carpets were -500 Lm and the CNT true surface
area was estimated to be -500 m2 /gCNT from the known geometry (2-4 walls on average)
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of the CNTs and from BET surface area measurements. Following growth, the CNT
carpets were manually delaminated from the growth substrates.
Cell assembly. Freestanding CNT electrodes were used as the positive electrode in Li-0 2
cells (Fig. 4-3) without any additives or binder. Electrodes were dried under vacuum in a
Buchi glass oven for at least 8 hours at 100 'C, then sealed and transferred to an argon
glovebox (MBRAUN, USA, H20 < 1 ppm, 02 < 0.1 ppm) without exposure to air. Li-0 2
cells were assembled with a lithium foil anode (15 mm in diameter, ~0.45 mm thick), two
separators (Celgard C480) presoaked in electrolyte (0.1 M LiClO 4 in DME, Novolyte
Purolyte, <20 ppm H2 0), and an additional 125 RL of electrolyte. A stainless steel mesh
was used as the current collector. Following assembly, cells were transferred to a
connected second argon glovebox (MBRAUN, USA, H 20 < 1 ppm, 02 < 1%) without
exposure to air, purged for 5 minutes with dry 02 (99.994 % pure 02, Airgas, H20 < 2
ppm), pressurized to 30 psi (gage) to ensure adequate 02 supply during discharge, and
sealed for testing.
Cell testing. Li-0 2 cells were rested at open circuit (-3.1 - 3.2 V vs. Li) for one hour
following purging. Electrochemical tests were conducted using a Solartron 1470 or Bio-
logic VMP3. Charged cells were tested with an upper voltage cutoff of 4.5 V vs. Li to
minimize electrolyte decomposition (typically observed to occur at -4.6 V and higher
from previous electrolyte decomposition tests in argon). For charging studies, CNT
electrodes were first discharged potentiostatically at 2.76, 2.0 V, or other desired
potentials to 1000 mAh/gc and rested for several hours prior to charge. PITT charging
studies were conducted in this manner on electrodes discharged at 2.76 or 2.0 V
beginning at the resting discharged cell open circuit voltage (typically 2.8 - 2.9 V vs. Li).
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The voltage step was +5 mV and the oxidation current cutoff for a given step was 0.5
mA/gc.
Ex-situ characterization. Samples for XRD analysis were prepared in an argon
glovebox and sealed with Kapton film to minimize ambient exposure during XRD scans.
XRD scans of pristine and cycled freestanding CNT electrodes were collected using a
Panalytical X'Pert Pro Multipurpose Diffractometer (Cu Ka) with a continuous scan of
0.3 '/min between 30 0 and 70 0 20. 0 and C K-edge XANES spectra from discharged
and charged electrodes were obtained at the Canadian Light Source (CLS) on the
spherical grating monochromator (SGM), where all the samples were stored in an argon-
filled glove-bag before being loaded into the vacuum chamber. XANES spectra were
recorded in the surface sensitive total electron yield (TEY) mode using specimen current
and bulk fluorescence yield (FY) mode using a photodiode. Zero-loss bright-field TEM
images were collected at 120 kV accelerating voltage in a Zeiss Libra 120.
6.3 Results and Discussion
6.3.1 Rate-dependent Li 2O2 morphologies upon discharge
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Figure 6-1. (a) Current vs. capacity of CNT electrodes discharged potentiostatically
and (b) voltage vs. capacity of electrodes discharged galvanostatically. (c) Tafel plot of
discharge voltage vs. average carbon surface area-normalized discharge current for
electrodes discharged potentiostatically (blue circles) from (a) and galvanostatically
(gray circles) from (b) at 100 mAh/gc. The thermodynamic potential of Li 2O2 (2.96 V
vs. Li) is indicated as a dashed horizontal line and the right-hand axis shows the ORR
overpotential referenced to this potential. The dashed gray line is a fit to the data points
between 0.01 and 0.1 A/cm2c where linear Tafel-like behaviour was observed.
The ORR kinetics of Li 2O2 formation on CNT electrodes were studied upon both
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galvanostatic and potentiostatic discharge. Under potentiostatic conditions (Fig. 6-1a),
the current was found to be roughly constant with time and increased in magnitude with
decreasing voltage from 2.76 to 2.6 V vs. Li. A characteristic dip in the discharge current
was observed during the initial stage of discharge at 2.76 V (Fig. 6-2) but was absent at
other potentials, which is believed to be related to nucleation processes of Li 2O2 on
carbon and its subsequent growth at low rates. Upon further lowering the potential to 2.4
and 2.0 V vs. Li, the current magnitude was found to be at a maximum upon initial
polarization and to decrease monotonically with continued discharge (Fig. 6-1a), which
is likely related to complex nucleation and growth processes occurring on CNTs at high
overpotentials.
The currents and voltages measured under galvanostatic (Fig. 6-1b) discharge
were found to agree well with those obtained potentiostatically (Fig. 6-1a) at low
5 E 2.76 V vs. Li
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Figure 6-2. Representative potentiostatic discharge curve at 2.76 V vs. Li to 1000
mAh/gc, forming a Li2O2 disc morphology.
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discharge capacities such as 100 mAh/gc (corresponding to an average thickness of ~ 0.1
nm, less than one monolayer coverage of Li 2O 2 on CNTs), as shown in a Tafel plot of
discharge voltage vs. current normalized to CNT surface area in Fig. 6-1c. At average
discharge currents between 0.01 and 0.1 gA/cm 2c (corresponding to igaivano of 100 - 500
mA/gc or Epotentio of 2.7 - 2.4 V vs. Li), the discharge voltage was found to exhibit a
linear relationship with the log of the average discharge current (Fig. 6-1c), consistent
with a kinetically controlled ORR process." 0' 131 The corresponding Tafel slope of ~290
mV/decade obtained from the individual galvanostatic and potentiostatic discharge
experiments (Fig. 6-1c) was found to agree well with that obtained from cyclic
voltammetry of CNT electrodes in Li-0 2 cells (Fig. 6-3), but was higher than reported
previously (150 mV/decade)13 1 at comparable average thickness (~0.1 nm) on glassy
carbon (GC) and Vulcan carbon electrodes in TEGDME electrolyte. Although the
physical origin of this difference is not understood, the differences among Tafel slopes
observed on different carbon surfaces at low Li 2O2 coverage could reflect different
nucleation kinetics of Li 20 2 . By extrapolating the Tafel plot to the thermodynamic
potential of ELi2o2 = 2.96 V vs. Li,30 the ORR exchange current density was measured to
be 1.5 nA/cm2c on CNTs (Fig. 6-1c), which is lower than that measured on GC
electrodes (~5 nA/cm 2 GC) 13 1 but agrees well with that measured on Vulcan carbon (- 1.5
nA/cm2 GC)131 in Li-0 2 cells. At very low average discharge currents (< 0.01 giA/cm 2c,
corresponding to 10 mA/gc or 2.76 V), the discharge voltage and overpotential were
found to deviate from linear behaviour, approaching a minimum ORR potential of -2.8 V
vs. Li (flORR,min = 0.16 V). This minimum overpotential agrees well with that reported
recently' on Vulcan carbon electrodes discharged at low rates (10 mA/gc). At very high
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average discharge currents (> 0.1 A/cm 2c), the discharge voltage was also observed to
deviate from linearity and decrease rapidly, which is consistent with observations of
Viswanathan et al. 10 on high surface area Vulcan carbon and carbon paper electrodes,
where Tafel-like behaviour was only observed at igalvano < 0.1 pA/cm2c. Further studies
are needed to investigate deviations at low and high currents and overpotentials.
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Figure 6-3. (a) Cyclic voltammetry scan of CNT electrodes starting at open circuit (3.2
V vs. Li) to 2.4 V vs. Li at a scan rate of 5 mV/s. The gray line shows the background
in argon, while the blue lines show the raw data of the ORR current in oxygen (dashed
blue line) and the capacitance-corrected ORR current obtained by subtracting the argon
background (solid blue line). (b) Tafel plot of the capacitance-corrected ORR current
(solid blue line in (a)) as a function of the discharge potential. The dashed line is a
linear fit to the CV data below 2.6 V.
The morphologies of Li20 2 formed during potentiostatic discharge were found to
depend on the applied potential (Fig. 6-4). At intermediate to low discharge voltages
(Epotentio < 2.7 V vs. Li), Li 2O2 was found to form as small particles with characteristic
sizes of 10 - 20 nm anchored on the sides of the CNTs (Fig. 6-4 b-d). In contrast, the
morphology at higher potentials (Epotentio > 2.7 V vs. Li) was found to be markedly
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different from the small particles occurring at low potentials, consisting instead of disc-
like Li 20 2 (Fig. 6-4a) with characteristic dimensions, ~ 50 nm (thickness) - 200 nm
(diameter), significantly larger than that of the small particles. Li 20 2 discs, which are
intermediate morphologies to the formation of toroidal-like Li202, 115 indicate that the
ORR kinetics at E > 2.7 V vs. Li (idischarge < 0.01 pA/cm2 tme in Fig. 6-1c) largely relate to
preferential growth of Li 20 2 on Li2O2 surfaces rather than on carbon, which is further
supported by the fact that the CNTs adjacent to the disc particles are found to be
relatively bare (Fig. 6-4a). In contrast, the ORR kinetics at E < 2.7 V vs. Li (idischarge
0.01 gA/cm2 tme in Fig. 6-1c) correspond largely to growth of Li 2O2 on carbon. We
believe that the abrupt transition between disc-like particles above 2.7 V to equiaxed
particles forming below 2.7 V reflects a nucleation barrier for Li 2O2 on carbon that
permits nucleation processes for Li20 2 on carbon to become dominant only below -2.7 V;
the magnitude of the nucleation barrier for Li 2O 2 on carbon is likely dependent upon the
nature of the electrode surface (chemical and structural) used. 1 5',132
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Figure 6-4. TEM images of potentiostatically discharged CNT electrodes at (a) E >
2.74 V to 2000 mAh/gc (PITT discharge), (b) 2.6 V to 5000 mAh/gc, (c) 2.4 V to 5000
mAh/gc, and (d) 2.0 V to 4500 mAh/gc.
The crystal sizes within Li20 2 were found to decrease with decreasing discharge
potential and increasing average currents (Fig. 6-5). Scherrer broadening analysis (Fig. 6-
5b) of the Li2O2 (100) peak in XRD data (Fig. 6-5a) revealed that Li20 2 discs have larger
average crystal sizes of ~25 nm than the small particles with crystal sizes in the range
from 5 - 15 nm. Comparing with commercial Li 2O2 with an average crystallite size of 32
nm, Li2O2 discs are significantly more "bulk-like" than small Li2O2 particles.
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Figure 6-5. (a) XRD of CNT electrodes discharged to 1000 mAh/gc under
galvanostatic or potentiostatic conditions as indicated, and comparison with the Li 2O 2
reference pattern. (b) Crystal size determined from XRD as a function of average
discharge current for CNT electrodes discharged to 1000 mAh/gc under galvanostatic
or potentiostatic conditions, and comparison with commercial Li 2O2.
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6.3.2. Morphology-dependent surface chemistry and structure of Li 2O2
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Figure 6-6. XANES O K-edge data comparing TEY and FY data of discharged and
charged Li20 2 disc morphologies with that of reference commercial Li20 2. The
electrodes are the same as those shown in Fig. 6-8.
The structure of discharged discs and particles was probed using XANES 0 and C K-
edge analysis (Fig. 6-6, 6-8 and 6-9). In the FY mode with an escape depth of hundreds
of nanometers, the bulk structures of discs exhibit features characteristic of stoichiometric
commercial Li 2O2 (Fig. 6-6). Interestingly, the TEY mode, which has a lower escape
depth of tens of nanometers, revealed that the surfaces of the discs were different from
the interior of the discs and from commercial Li20 2 (Fig. 6-6). In particular, the second
peak at 534.9 eV was found to be significantly higher in the TEY mode than in the FY
mode and than in the commercial sample.
Previous O-K edge studies of hydrogen peroxide 33 (analogous to Li2 0 2), as well
as alkali metal superoxide 134 , 135 have interpreted XANES spectra in terms of transitions
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based on molecular orbitals of 02 and 022- anions (Fig. 6-7). This interpretation can be
applied to our XANES results to assess changes in absorption features. In particular, the
second peak at 534.9 eV aligns relatively well with 0 Is - a* transitions in reference
LiO 2 reported in the literature.' 3 5 Our previous TEM data have shown that the surfaces of
discs are dominated by (0001) facets,11 5 which is in good agreement with DFT
calculations predicting that the equilibrium surfaces of Li 2O2 at near-thermodynamic
potentials contain largely O-rich (0001) surfaces. 136-138 These XANES findings therefore
suggest that the oxygen anions on the (0001) surface of discs are in an LiO 2-like
electronic configuration (Fig. 6-7). C K-edge data of discs (Fig. 6-9) showed only limited
022 02
(a) (b)
-- ar* - a*
Figure 6-7. Molecular orbital diagrams corresponding to (a) the peroxide anion (022-),
and (b) the superoxide anion (02).
Li 2CO 3 formation in the discharged electrodes, which were shown in Chapter 5 to
originate from parasitic side reactions occurring at the exposed CNT surfaces and at the
CNT/Li2O2 interface.
The 0 K-edge TEY spectra of particles formed potentiostatically at 2.7 V and
below revealed a markedly different surface structure than the discs in two regards (Fig.
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Figure 6-8. XANES 0 K-edge of electrodes and comparison with commercial Li2 0 2
and Li2CO 3 . (a) TEY of discs formed galvanostatically at 10 mA/gc to 4000 mAh/gc
and of particles formed potentiostatically at 2.4 V to 5000 mAh/gc. (b) TEY of
particles formed potentiostatically at 2.7, 2.4, or 2.0 V to 6200, 5000, and 5200
mAh/gc, respectively, and comparison with 20 % charged particles. The 2.4 V trace is
the same as that in (a). (c) Comparison of discharged discs from (a) with 30% charged
discs terminated at the onset of the plateau region.
6-8 a-b). First, the surfaces of the small particles did not exhibit the pronounced second
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peak associated with LiO2 on Li 20 2 disc surfaces (here we only discuss the TEY data as
TEY and FY data of particles < 20 nim in diameter yield similar information). Second, in
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Figure 6-9. XANES TEY C K-edge spectra of discharged and partially-charged discs
(a) and particles (b) and comparison with commercial Li2CO3 FY data.
addition to the significantly diminished peak at 534.9 eV, the intensity of the first peak
(532.1 eV) was substantially higher in the particles compared to the discs and to
reference Li 2O2 (an overlay is shown in Fig. 6-10 to aid comparison). This enhanced first
peak in the particles indicates an increased number of transitions at -532.1 eV above that
of the 0 Is - cy* transition in reference Li 2O2. One possible origin of the enhanced peak
at ~532.1 eV could be trapped holes (polarons) in the n* anti-bonding state of Li2O2,
which recent computations 139 suggest lower the energy of Li 20 2 relative to non-polaronic
Li2O2. Additional studies are needed to directly probe the surface electronic structure and
elucidate the electronic differences between discs and particles.
Due to the very small particle size, we are not able to obtain information on the facet
expression of the small particles from TEM. However, Hummelshoj et al. 13 6 have
predicted that with increasing overpotential, the thermodynamically stable surfaces of
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Li20 2 change from predominantly O-rich (0001) surfaces at low overpotentials to
increasingly favor the formation of stoichiometric (1-100) and less oxygen-rich (0001)
surfaces, which are possible candidates for surface facets of small particles. C K-edge
data of particles (Fig. 6-9) also indicate limited formation of Li2CO 3, which our results
suggest may exhibit some overpotential-dependence as the Li 2CO3 peak is slightly higher
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Figure 6-10. XANES 0 K-edge TEY spectra overlay of the data in Fig. 6-8a.
in the 2.0 V sample than at higher potentials. However, the amount of Li2CO 3 at 2.4 V is
less than that at 2.7 V, which is currently not understood. Further detailed studies are
needed to investigate the overpotential-dependence of Li2CO3 formation.
6.3.2 Li2 O2 morphology-dependent voltage profiles upon charging
Disc- and particle-like Li 20 2 morphologies were found to give rise to notably different
charging potential profiles and rate capabilities, as shown in Fig. 6-11. Charging of small
particles over a wide range of currents (5 - 500 mA/gc) led to a sloping voltage profile
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(Fig. 6-11a), where charging voltages are largely lower than 4 V vs. Li at rates equal to
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Figure 6-11. Galvanostatic rate capability charging of (a) Li 2O2 discharged at 2.0 V vs.
Li to 1000 mAh/gc with particle morphologies, and (b) Li 2O2 discharged at 2.76 V vs.
Li to 1000 mAh/gc with disc morphologies. (c) and (d) Charging profile comparison
for electrodes discharged over a range of potentiostatic conditions as indicated to 1000
mAh/gc and charged at (c) 20 mA/gc and (d) 100 mA/gc..
or lower than 100 mA/gc. The high-voltage tail at the end of charge (corresponding to the
last 100 - 150 mAh/gc of charge capacity) is likely related to oxidation of limited
amounts of Li2CO3 formed parasitically on the carbon surface (Fig. 6-9). 117, 126 It is
interesting to note that the capacity associated with Li2CO 3 oxidation in the high-voltage
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tail for the particles is roughly constant and independent of the charging rate, which
suggests that the Li2CO3 oxidized at the very end of charge is more likely formed during
discharge rather than generated in a rate-sensitive parasitic process on charge." 7 In
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Galvanostatic charge
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Figure 6-12. Tafel plot of galvanostatic charge voltage vs. carbon true surface area-
normalized current for electrodes discharged under potentiostatic conditions at 2.76 or
2.0 V vs. Li to 1000 mAh/gc. The current and voltage data were obtained from Fig. 6-
11a and 6-11b at a fixed capacity of 800 mAh/gc (corresponding to 20% charge). The
right-hand axis shows the OER overpotential referenced to the thermodynamic
potential of Li 2O2, E'Li202= 2.96 V vs. Li.
contrast, a rate-sensitive dip in voltage, which was more significant at lower rates, was
observed near the end of charge and was more pronounced for the particles than the discs.
Although the origin of this feature is not currently understood, it could be related to
oxidation of parasitic products different from those in the high-voltage tail formed in the
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electrode during charging 34 ' 45, 117 in the presence of Li 20 2 particles, which requires
further investigation.
The rate dependence of the OER overpotential of small particles is shown in Fig.
6-12, where the potential after the first 200 mAh/gc of charge from Fig. 6-11a
(corresponding to the first 20% of charge) is plotted against the carbon true surface area
normalized current in a Tafel graph. The Tafel slope related to charging of small particles
was -340 mV/decade, which is comparable to that reported previously with
electrochemically discharged'3 1 and commercial Li 2O2 pre-loaded3 8 Vulcan carbon
electrodes, although the physical origin of such a slope requires further study. The
m7Am"LO,
Figure 6-13. TEM of fully charged electrodes at 20 mA/gc following (a) discharge at E
= 2.0 V vs. Li to 1000 mAh/gc, forming Li 2O2 particle morphologies and (b) discharge
at E = 2.76 V vs. Li to 1000 mAh/gc, forming Li 2O2 disc morphologies. Insets: selected
area electron diffraction patterns of the electrode areas shown in (a) and (b) indicating
only reflections from CNTs in the charged electrodes. Bundling of the CNTs in the
charged samples is due to collapse of the structure from solvent evaporation after
removal from the cell. Scale bars: 100 nm.
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exchange current density of the OER kinetics of small Li 20 2 particles was 0.2 nA/cm 2c,
which is 10 times smaller than 1.5 nA/cm2c noted on discharge.
Charging of discs was found to exhibit two distinct regions on charge (Fig. 6-
11b): 1) a sloping profile was observed during the first ~200 mAh/gc of charging, where
the charging potentials in the sloping region were higher for discs than for the small
particles; 2) disc morphologies exhibited a voltage plateau upon continued charging
beyond the first -200 mAh/gc (Fig. 6-11b). The distinct morphology-dependent charging
profiles are seen more clearly in Fig. 6-11c and 6-11d, which compare charging at a fixed
rate of 20 mA/gc or 100 mA/gc, respectively, for both particle and disc morphologies. As
evident from the Tafel plot in Fig. 6-12, Li20 2 discs, which exhibited a similar Tafel
slope as the particles, require significantly higher (~200 mV) overpotentials upon charge
compared to particles over the range of currents studied. Further, the exchange current
density related to oxidation of discs was even lower, 0.04 nA/cm 2c, than that of the
particles. It is important to note that fully charged disc- and particle-containing electrodes
were found by TEM to be completely bare at the end of charge (Fig. 6-13), indicating
that the observed charging profiles indeed corresponded to oxidation of Li 2O2.
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PITT, which can probe the minimum overpotentials required to drive
electrochemical reactions,1 140-142 was used to gain further insights into fundamental
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Figure 6-14. PITT charging of CNT electrodes discharged to 1000 mAh/gc at (a-b)
2.76 V vs. Li with Li2O2 disc morphologies, and (c-d) 2.0 V vs. Li with particle
morphologies. The voltage change per step was 5 mV and the current cutoff was 0.5
mA/gc. (b) and (d) show the initial charging stages (1000 - 975 mAh/gc) of the data in
(a) and (c), respectively.
processes responsible for the different charging voltage profiles exhibited by Li 2O2
particles and discs. The voltage responses of Li 2O 2 discs under PITT charging (Fig. 6-
14a) exhibit a sloping voltage profile during the first 200 mAh/gc of charge followed by
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a voltage plateau, which agrees well with the profiles obtained from galvanostatic
charging (Fig. 6-11b). The sloping voltage profile upon charge reflects initial lithium
removal from Li 20 2 discs via a solid solution process such as that observed in LiCoO 2 43
and in the solid solution regime of LiFePO4.144 This hypothesis is further supported by
the fact that the current response in the sloping region (Fig. 6-14b) revealed a monotonic
decay, suggesting a diffusion-limited process such as lithium de-intercalation from
LiCoO 2, 43'145 LiFePO4,141 LiyFeSO 4F, 140 and graphite.
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Following the initial sloping process, a voltage plateau at -3.4 V vs. Li was
observed for the rest of charge, where the current exhibited a significant rise to a
maximum value at ~2-3 mA/gc and a subsequent decay (Fig. 6-14a). Such a voltage
response is indicative of a two-phase reaction, which is supported by the observed current
response that is characteristic of a kinetically-limited, nucleation and growth 3,131, 141, 148,
149 process. In this context, "nucleation and growth" on charge refers to creation and
growth of active sites for Li 20 2 oxidation within the discs. The rise in current is attributed
to an increase in the rate of oxidation, which increases due to increasing number or
volume of active oxidation sites (oxidation 'nuclei') during charging. 38' 148, 149 The current
decay is due to subsequent loss (by oxidation) of active material. Such a two-phase
process with corresponding nucleation and growth-type current response is similar to that
observed recently during PITT charging of electrochemically-formed Li 2O2 in Vulcan
carbon electrodes,13 1 and also to PITT charging of pre-loaded bulk commercial Li 20 2 in
Vulcan carbon electrodes (Fig. 6-15). Additionally, a comparable PITT current response
has been observed in Li-ion battery compounds exhibiting known two-phase de-
intercalation kinetics related to spinodal decomposition such as LiFePO 4. 41 The
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minimum charging potential for the two-phase reaction, -3.4 V vs. Li, is consistent with
that observed previously' upon PITT charging in Vulcan carbon electrodes from lower
discharge capacities (200 mAh/gc) and in a different electrolyte solvent (TEGDME) that
what is used here, and appears to be characteristic of electrochemically formed Li2O2.
It is interesting to compare the observed charging profiles obtained with disc
morphologies with that of Li2O2 reported elsewhere in the literature, which typically
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Figure 6-15. PITT charging of Vulcan carbon electrodes pre-loaded with commercial
Li2O2. Details regarding electrode fabrication and characterization can be found in [38].
(a) shows the entire capacity range (normalized to carbon), which is dominated by two-
phase oxidation as indicated by the large current rise to ~50 mA/gc and subsequent
decay, and (b) shows the delithiation behavior at the very early stages of charge (for Q
> 1140 mAh/gc; the maximum capacity expected from pre-loaded Li2O2 electrodes is
1170 mAh/gc).
follows one of two distinct trends. On the one hand, thin films (< 1 nm)"40' 117 of Li2O2
formed at relatively high true surface area currents (> 1 p~A/cm 2c) on glassy carbon
electrodes have been reported to charge at relatively low overpotentials (majority of
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charge occurring below 4.0 V) and to exhibit a sloping charging profile, with the
charging onset potential close to the thermodynamic potential of 2.96 V vs. Li. 7
Such observations have formed the basis for arguments that the OER overpotential for
Li 20 2 can be intrinsically low. On the other hand, charging of Li2O2 in more conventional
Li-0 2 cells employing high surface area positive electrodes (e.g., Vulcan carbon 44'13 or
CNTs3 1' 126) and with higher average thicknesses of discharge product (- 1 - 10 nm)12 6,131
has been observed to exhibit the two major characteristic features, specifically an initially
sloping profile followed by a higher-voltage plateau, similar to what is observed with
Li 20 2 discs. Our group recently proposed that the sloping, solid-solution region in the
initial charging stages is related to delithiation of the first sub-nm thickness of Li 20 2 or
surface nonstoichiometric Li 2 O2,131 which dominates the charging profile for very thin
films (<1 nm) of Li20 2 but represents a relatively small charging capacity for thicker (1 -
10 nm) deposits. In contrast, the plateau region was attributed to a two-phase charging
process, for example bulk oxidation of Li 20 2 by a direct two-electron or a
disproportionation process. We believe such a two-stage mechanism to be representative
of the intrinsic kinetics of thicker, bulk-like deposits of Li 2O2 that form in high surface
area carbon electrodes in practical cells. However, the nature (e.g. morphology and
composition) of the Li 2O2 formed electrochemically in these earlier studies, which can
potentially influence not only the kinetics but also electronic transport during charge, was
not well understood.
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Consistent with the discs, PITT data of Li 20 2 particles (Fig. 6-14 c-d) also exhibit
the two stages on charge with the voltage plateau occurring at ~ 3.4 V vs. Li, similar to
that noted for Li2O2 discs. Interestingly, the sloping region corresponding to solid-
solution Li removal from small Li 20 2 particles was found to extend over a significantly
wider capacity (to 40 % of the charge capacity compared to 20% of the charge capacity
for discs, Fig. 6-14 and Fig. 6-16). Furthermore, a significant capacity (15 mAh/gc) of
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Figure 6-16. PITT comparison of two different electrodes containing Li 20 2 particles
(discharged potentiostatically at 2.0 V vs. Li to 1000 mAh/gc) with two electrodes
containing Li 2O 2 discs (discharged potentiostatically at 2.76 V vs. Li to 1000 mAh/gc).
Li 2O 2 could be oxidized below the thermodynamic potential of 2.96 V in the particles
compared to a minimal capacity (< 1 mAh/gc) in the discs, reflecting differences in the
surface structures among the two morphologies. While a charging plateau is clearly
observed under PITT conditions for the Li 2O2 particles, such a voltage plateau is not
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evident even at extremely low galvanostatic rates such as 5 - 20 mA/gc in Fig. 6-11a,
suggesting that the solid solution pathway may be more kinetically facile than the two-
phase pathway in the particles during charge.
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Figure 6-17. Proposed charging processes for Li20 2 with disc (gray/red, typical
dimensions -50 - 200 nm) or particle (gray/blue, typical dimensions < 20 nm)
morphologies overlaid on PITT data from Fig. 6-14. Discs surfaces are largely O-rich
(000 1) with LiO 2-like surface species, while particles consist of less O-rich (more
stoichiometric) Li20 2 surfaces. During the initial stage of charging (to -800 mAh/gc for
discs and to -600 mAh/gc for particles), both discs and particles exhibit a sloping
voltage profile attributed to solid solution-like surface delithiation. Upon further
charging, discs and particles exhibit a voltage plateau at -3.4 V vs. Li corresponding to
bulk oxidation via a two-phase process, e.g. between Li2O2 and LiO 2 .
We propose that the differences in charging profiles of Li 2 0 2 discs and particles
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can be attributed to morphological and surface compositional differences, as shown
schematically in Fig. 6-17. Upon initial charging, Li 20 2 discs consisting predominantly
of O-rich (0001) surfaces 15 with LiO 2-like electronic states exhibit limited capacity (~
200 mAh/gc) in the sloping region attributed to solid-solution-like delithiation. In
contrast, particles consisting of less O-rich surfaces, for example possibly (1-100)
facets,13 6 exhibit a significantly enhanced (~400 mAh/gc) sloping region with lower
charging overpotentials for a given amount of Li extracted. The lower charging
overpotentials of particles with proposed (1-100) and less O-rich surfaces compared to
discs with (0001) surfaces is consistent with the fact that (1-100) surfaces have lower
predicted kinetic overpotentials (0.15 - 0.2 V) on charge compared to the oxygen-rich
(0001) surfaces (0.36 V) as computed recently from DFT calculations by Hummelshoj et
al.13 6 The longer sloping region in the particles is likely due to the fact that small particles
(< 20 nm) have a higher surface area to volume fraction than the discs (50 - 200 nm) and
any surface-related phenomena influencing the charging pathways will likely be
enhanced for the particles. Charging in the sloping region (Fig. 6-17), which is surface-
dependent, therefore corresponds to delithiation and subsequent removal (e.g. by
disproportionation of the remaining delithiated phase LiO 2) of the different surface
regions of discs or particles. This is supported by the fact that XANES 0 K-edge data of
30% charged discs (charged just beyond the end of the sloping region to the onset of the
plateau region) showed the disappearance of LiO2-like features (peak occurring at 534.9
eV, Fig. 6-6) and instead exhibited only Li 2 0 2 - like features. In contrast, the XANES
data of particles remained largely unchanged (i.e. still retained the enhanced 532.1 eV
peak) after partial charging (Fig. 6-8b) within the sloping regime, consistent with the fact
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that there is less of a distinction between surface and bulk in the small particles (i.e.,
small particles are largely "surface-like") compared to discs with distinct surface and
bulk regions. We note that C K-edge data of partially charged electrodes indicated no
significant increase in Li 2CO3 during charge for the discs and a limited increase in
Li2CO 3 for the particles compared to electrodes discharged at a comparable potential (2.7
V, Fig. 6-9). As these studies only investigated charging up to relatively low charging
voltages (< 3.6 V), these results do not exclude increased formation of Li 2CO 3 at later
stages of charge.34' 45 '117
Following complete delithiation and removal of the surfaces of discs and
particles, and exposing the interior bulk Li20 2 , charging then proceeds via a two-phase
process for both the particles and the discs. We propose that this two-phase process
involves bulk oxidation of Li 20 2 involving the coexistence of phases, e.g. stoichiometric
Li 20 2 and O-rich (e.g. LiO2) species within the particles and discs, where the latter can
further disproportionate to generate 02 on charge. Further detailed studies are needed to
investigate this two-phase mechanism and the associated kinetics in discs and particles.
6.3.4 Chemical diffusion coefficient of Li* ions or vacancies in Li 2O2 discs and particles
Finally, we utilize the current response data (Fig. 6-14) upon PITT charging in the
delithiation regime to determine the chemical diffusion coefficient, ,140, 143, 146, 147, 1so of
Li+ ion or vacancy transport in Li20 2 discs and particles during charge. Calculations were
performed following the process outlined by Wen et al.142 for delithiation in planar LiAl
electrodes (i.e. 1-D diffusion) and were subsequently modified to consider the case of 3D
spherical diffusion as outlined by Deiss15 1 and by Montella.15 2 Although the
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morphologies of Li 20 2 , particularly the small particles, are clearly three-dimensional, it is
possible that one-dimensional diffusion could have relevance for discs given the large
anisotropy of Li 20 2 discs and unknown diffusion mechanisms. Since the mechanistic
details of diffusion processes occurring in the discs and particles (e.g., whether isotropic
or anisotropic) are not known, we provide both analyses to give reasonable bounds on the
diffusion coefficient.
Starting with Fick's first law of diffusion,
aC
I (t) = -zFSD -
where z is the charge transferred per diffusing species, S is the surface area of Li 2O2 , and
x = 0 is defined at the Li 2O 2 surface. The solution at short time is given by
+D 1/2
I(t) = zFSAc -
where Ac is the change in concentration at the surface of Li 20 2 following application of
the potential step. Assuming negligible ohmic losses, electrolyte mass transport, or
kinetic limitations due to small polarizations (AE = 5 mV for PITT), Ac is given by:
Ac =
zFV
where Q is the total charge transferred per PITT step and V is the volume of the Li 202
particle. Combining terms, the time response is given by
I(t) = Q(S (D)1/2
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Figure 6-18. (a) Raw current vs. time response for a select set of representative PITT
steps (AE = 5 mV, ictoff = 0.5 mA/gc) obtained during charging of Li20 2 discs (Fig. 6-
14). The legend indicates the PITT potential applied in V vs. Li. (b) shows the data in
(a) plotted as a function of t-112. The PITT current response of particles was shown to
yield similar results as (a) for the discs and is not shown.
and depends on the ratio of S/V (surface area to volume of Li 20 2) for the geometry
assumed.15 1', 152 For a spherical particle, L/V is given by (3/r) where r is the particle
radius, while for a ID film, S/V = 1/t where t is the film thickness. r or t can be estimated
experimentally using the characteristic diffusion length L, which in turn is estimated from
knowledge of the crystallite size (in our analysis, L was assumed to be one half the
crystallite size measured from XRD in Fig. 6-5b; errors related to uncertainties in L are
shown in Fig. 6-20). A plot of I(t) vs. t-"2 for a given PITT current decay response after
polarization of AE = 5 mV yields a linear region at short times (t << L2/D, Fig. 6-18b)
from which the value of D can be obtained from the slope, k, as
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Figure 6-19. Chemical diffusion coefficient for Li 2O2 discs and particles obtained from
PITT data in Fig. 6-14 as a function of the charging voltage. Different symbol shadings
in the same color indicate different data sets for the same testing conditions.
As shown in Fig. 6-19, the values of ) for a given charging voltage were found to
be consistently higher for the discs (~1014 - 10-19 cm 2/s) compared to the particles (~10- 7
- 10-20 cm 2/s). The values of b for the discs are in reasonable agreement with b (10-16
cm 2/s) predicted from DFT calculations by Radin et al.' 5 3 for Li vacancy migration in
bulk Li2O2. Moreover, D was found to decrease with increasing charging voltage by
several orders of magnitude for both discs and particles (Fig. 6-19), where ) of particles
and discs approached comparable values of -10-19 cm2/s at the end of the solid-solution
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regime (approaching 3.4 V vs. Li in Fig. 6-19). For the case of ID (planar diffusion, Fig.
6-20), the values of 15 were higher by roughly one order of magnitude compared to the
3D case, but the observed trend of decreasing D with increasing potential was unchanged.
Fig. 6-20 also shows the sensitivity of 1 to errors in the assumed diffusion length, L.
Such a trend in decreasing 1 during delithiation is typical of 1 in lithium
(a) 3.4 Dics (b) 34 Particles
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Figure 6-20. Chemical diffusion coefficient, b, of (a) discs and (b) particles overlaid
with the PITT charging profile as a function of capacity. To investigate the error
associated with assumption of the characteristic diffusion length L in spherical
diffusion, the obtained b for reasonable upper and lower bounds of L for discs and
particles are included (gray filled or open symbols). While uncertainty in L may result
in slightly shifted (higher or lower) values of b within an order of magnitude, the
observed trends (i.e., a decrease in b during delithiation on charge, and a higher
maximum b for discs compared to particles) is still observed. The filled colored
symbols show b if ID diffusion is assumed.
intercalation compounds such as LiCoO 2 143 and LiyFeSO 4F 14 0 despite the fact that 15
measured here in Li2O2 discs and particles is significantly lower that that typically
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measured in Li-ion battery electrodes (~ 10-" - 10-13 cm 2/s for LiCoO 2). 143 Additional
studies are needed to investigate the physical origin of higher values of D for discs in the
immediate stages of charge.
6.4 Conclusions
This study reports new insights into the link between ORR kinetics, rate- and
overpotential- dependent Li 2 0 2 morphology, and the subsequent OER kinetics on charge.
Two distinct Li2O2 morphologies are observed: discs (-50 - 200 nm) with larger
crystallite sizes (-25 nm), and small particles (< 20 nm) with smaller crystallite sizes
(-10 - 15 nm). While small particles are observed to form in the kinetically-limiting
Tafel regime during discharge, discs are found to form at even lower rates (< 0.01
pA/cm2 tre) representing quasi-equilibrium formation of Li 2 0 2 . The minimum ORR
overpotenial, 1min = 0.16 V, likely represents an intrinsic limitation of ORR on CNT
carbon surfaces. XANES 0 K-edge data reveal marked differences in surface
composition of these morphologies, where discs have largely O-rich surfaces with
proposed LiO 2-like electronic natures, and particles have more stoichiometric Li2 0 2 with
increased lower-energy transitions (-532.1 eV) compared to commercial Li 20 2 . Upon
quasi-equilibrium PITT charging, discs and particles are found to first exhibit a solid
solution-like delithiation process with overpotentials that are surface facet- and
composition- dependent, yielding lower charging overpotentials for particles than discs.
Following oxidation of disc and particle surfaces, both species charge at -3.4 V vs. Li via
a two-phase process related to oxidation of the interior, stoichiometric Li 2 0 2 bulk of the
discs and particles. Finally, we showed that the chemical diffusion coefficient of Li or Li
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vacancies in Li 2O2 follows similar trends as in conventional Li-ion intercalation
electrodes. Importantly, these findings show that both entirely sloping and sloping +
plateau charging profiles can occur within a single electrode system discharged and
charged under different kinetic conditions, resulting in markedly different Li 20 2 surface
structures and morphologies, and which decompose differently upon subsequent charge.
Such an integrated structural, chemical, morphological and kinetic understanding of
processes occurring on discharge and charge could enable new strategies for design of
electrodes and for identifying the desired discharge product structure and morphology for
maximizing round-trip efficiency.
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and Perspective
This thesis (1) investigates fundamental mechanisms and kinetics associated with lithium
- oxygen electrochemical energy storage and (2) explores material design strategies for
incorporating lithium-oxygen redox electrochemistry into Li storage electrodes. Direct
storage of Li' on oxygen functional groups on the surface of electrodes for high-power Li
batteries, or by reduction of molecular 02 to form Li 2O 2 within the bulk of electrodes for
Li-0 2 batteries, are promising strategies to increase the gravimetric energy of Li storage
devices without the need of incorporating heavy and expensive transition metal-based
materials.
Chapter 2 of this thesis investigated charge storage mechanisms available in
layer-by-layer assembled thin-film electrodes of oxygen-functionalized MWNTs (LbL-
MWNT). We found that oxygen groups (predominantly -COOH) on the surface of
MWNTs are active for both Li+ and TEA+ ion redox but do not interact with the
electrolyte anion. LbL-MWNT electrodes were next studied in different cell
configurations to investigate how surface oxygen groups can be utilized in practical
devices. It was shown that an asymmetric cell configuration with a Li+ source negative
electrode, such as Li metal or lithiated Li4Ti5OI 2 (LTO) is needed for Li* to undergo
redox reactions with functional groups at the LbL-MWNT electrode. This was supported
by the fact that a symmetric LbL-MWNT / LbL-MWNT cell configuration yielded
significantly lower gravimetric energy (30 Wh/kgpoitive at 5 kW/kgpositive) compared to the
attainable energy in a Li (450 Wh/kgpositive at 5 kW/kgpositive) or LTO (140 Wh/kgpositive at
5 kW/kgpositive) cells. Self-discharge studies of LbL-MWNT electrodes revealed that Li+
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storage on functional oxygen sites is stable over timescales (minutes - hours) comparable
to conventional electrochemical capacitors. Despite their promise as thin-film (< 3 pim)
electrodes and their use as a platform for fundamental studies, thicker electrodes are
needed for practical applications and to realize this concept at a larger scale.
Chapter 3 reported the development of thicker (tens of pim), oxygen-
functionalized few-walled carbon nanotube (FWNTs) electrodes fabricated using a
simple room-temperature vacuum filtration process (VF-FWNT). FWNTs were
incorporated into a mechanically robust, freestanding, binder-free electrode with an
interwoven structure that enabled fast electronic conductivity and a highly porous
microstructure. By controlling the oxidation time, we demonstrated that the gravimetric
capacitance of oxidized VF-FWNT electrodes in Li cells can be tuned by controlling the
surface oxygen concentration. This finding both further confirmed the role of Faradaic
reactions between oxygen groups on FWNTs and Li* ions for imparting high gravimetric
energy, and presented a new design parameter for the development of electrodes with
desirable energy and power characteristics.
Recommended future research should focus on several additional design
parameters that can enable more precise control over the performance of oxygen-
functionalized electrodes. First, the incorporation of oxygen functional groups with
higher redox potentials can enable additional increases in gravimetric energy.
Understanding the chemical, electrochemical and electronic properties of functional
molecules that govern their redox potentials and kinetics in Li batteries will be critical in
the development of a rational design approach. Second, the incorporation of functional
molecules with the capability to store more than one Li+ / e~ per site could enable higher
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capacities. Third, the stability and self-discharge behavior of charge storage on functional
sites will ultimately determine the utility of electrodes and devices. Short self-discharge
times on the order of seconds or minutes will limit the applications of such devices to
those where maintaining a high state of charge is not critical, e.g. regenerative braking for
EVs or load-leveling of the electric grid. To increase round-trip Coulombic (charge)
efficiency, design of molecularly-functionalized materials with stable charge storage over
hours or days will be needed.
While Li-oxygen storage on functionalized nanocarbon frameworks can permit
high gravimetric energies up to 500 Wh/kgpositive, charge storage is limited to the surfaces
of active materials and the volume of the electrode is not well utilized. Further increases
in gravimetric and volumetric energy from lithium-oxygen systems will require the use of
systems that can achieve bulk-scale storage such as Li-0 2 batteries reported in Chapter
4-6 with a potential 2-4x increase in gravimetric energy compared to today's Li-ion
batteries.
Chapter 4 reported the development of a new class of electrode materials,
aligned carbon nanofibers (CNF), as the positive electrode for Li-0 2 batteries. The high
void volume (estimated > 90%) of such structures was shown to accommodate high
volume filling of Li20 2 during discharge while minimizing the carbon loading, leading to
a gravimetric energy (2400 Wh/kgdischarged) that is 75% of the theoretical (3212
29
Wh/kgLi2O2). This gravimetric energy remains one of the highest reported to date. More
interestingly, the contrast between the aspect ratio of CNFs and the Li2 0 2 formed upon
discharge permitted the first insights into how Li20 2 nucleates and grows in Li-0 2
electrode during discharge. The toroidal-shaped Li 2O 2 particles observed in this study
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have since been confirmed elsewhere by many additional studies, 34' 46, 113, 114 indicating
that the toroidal shape is characteristic of electrochemically formed Li 2O 2. This finding
has provided a basis for additional studies on the internal structure of Li 2O 2 toroidal-
shaped particles, how they evolve during discharge and attain the toroidal shape, and how
they decompose upon charge.3'
Chapter 5 investigated the origin of poor cycle life of Li-0 2 batteries by
investigating how the discharge product chemistry and morphology changes with cycling.
To do so, we extended the electrode concept first developed in Chapter 4 to develop
free-standing (substrate-free) vertically aligned carpets of carbon nanotubes (VACNTs).
Because these electrodes contain only carbon, the possible chemical instability of binder
in the presence of LiO 2 or other reactive discharge intermediates was removed, enabling a
more controlled study of substrate and electrolyte stability. In the first few cycles, Li 2O 2
crystallinity decreased and parasitic products such as nanocrystalline Li 2 CO 3 formed on
the surface of CNTs, indicating that carbon can react with Li 2O2 or other discharge
intermediates. Although Li2 CO3 could be nearly entirely removed on the first charge,
Li2 CO 3 became increasingly difficult to oxidize at higher cycles, and TEM and SAED
revealed large Li 2CO 3 agglomerates remaining in the electrode following charge. The
increased presence of agglomerates and changing morphology of products during cycling
corresponded to an increasing charging voltage plateau at -4.4 V with increasing cycles.
This study suggests that the investigation of carbon-free oxygen electrodes may lead to
enhanced reversibility of Li-0 2 batteries.
Finally, Chapter 6 provided a detailed characterization of the discharge and
charge kinetics associated with the ORR and OER and of the interplay between kinetics,
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discharge product morphology, and discharge product chemistry and electronic nature.
Two distinct morphologies, Li 20 2 small particles and Li2 0 2 discs (intermediate to the
formation of larger toroids), formed in different kinetic regimes, with discs forming only
at the lowest overpotentials (E > 2.7 V) and lowest rates (i < 10 mA/gc) and particles
forming at all higher rates and overpotentials. The surface chemical and electronic
structure of discs and particles, as probed by XANES, influenced the subsequent charging
overpotentials, with particles (proposed to have more stoichiometric LiO 2-like surfaces)
charging at approximately 200 mV lower overpotential than the discs with LiO 2-
dominated surfaces.
The combined findings of Chapters 4-6 pose several intriguing questions and
promising directions for future study. Fundamental understanding of the link between
physical properties (e.g. surface vs. bulk chemistry and electronic properties) of Li 202
and the corresponding kinetics of Li20 2 formation and oxidation is still in an early stage
experimentally. Important topics warranting further investigation in this area include: the
intrinsic kinetics of Li2O2 formation and decomposition in the absence of contaminants
(substrate, electrolyte, and ambient); the role of the electrode surface (e.g. carbon, Au, or
oxide) on the discharge kinetics and morphology; the detailed formation processes of
Li 2O 2 at high and low overpotentials; the electronic nature (surface and bulk) of
electrochemically formed Li 20 2 ; the Li 2O2 intrinsic oxidation pathways; and the
thermodynamic and kinetic barriers influencing the overpotentials observed on charge.
In particular, improved morphological, chemical and kinetic understanding in
non-carbon electrodes will become increasingly relevant for the development of practical
02 electrodes. Even though a significant portion of our morphological studies on CNTs
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focused on the first discharge and charge, which corresponds predominantly to formation
and decomposition of Li 20 2 with limited formation of Li2 CO 3, studies in the absence of
parasitic reactions associated with carbon and electrolyte are required to further elucidate
reaction mechanisms in more "clean" electrode systems. The development of passivated
carbon surfaces presents an opportunity to develop stable electrodes while continuing to
take advantage of the good electronic properties, light weight, and low cost of carbon-
based systems. Atomic layer deposition (ALD), which can conformally coat atomically-
thick layers of metals or oxides onto high-aspect ratio materials without pinholes or
defects, is one envisioned technique that can be used to passivate the reactive surfaces of
CNTs. A second approach could utilize in situ chemical passivation of CNTs during an
initial formation cycle, for example the formation of a chemically and mechanically
stable Li2CO 3-based passivation layer analogous to the Solid Electrolyte Interphase1
that forms on the graphite negative electrode in Li-ion batteries. Such an organic layer
formed in situ may present a simpler and lower-cost alternative to oxide-coated surfaces,
but will inherently involve at least limited parasitic consumption of the electrolyte.
A second exciting area for future study involves direct design of the discharge
product, Li2O2, in concert with the design of the electrode substrate. As shown in this
study, knowledge of the discharge product chemistry and electronic nature, and the
corresponding influence on oxidation kinetics pathways, is just beginning to emerge
experimentally. Important questions to ask going forward include: Which structures of
Li 2O2 are favorable for low charging overpotentials? Do different morphologies and their
surfaces have different degrees of parasitic reactivity with the carbon substrate or with
the electrolyte? Are there intermediates generated on charge and how do they differ
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among Li 20 2 structures?
These questions should be answered while keeping in mind that high gravimetric
and volumetric energy ultimately requires the formation of larger Li2O2 structures that
can fill the electrode volume efficiently. Our results in Chapter 6 showing that smaller
particles, -10 - 20 nm in diameter, charge at lower voltages than the more space-filling
discs / toroids (-50 - 200 nm and higher) reveal what may be an intrinsic challenge for
the development of both high-energy and efficient electrodes. Future work to more
carefully modify and control the surface and bulk properties of Li 20 2 upon discharge, for
example kinetically or through intentional modification of the structure by tailoring the
electrolyte salt and solvent properties, could permit lower-voltage charging of larger
(micron-scale) deposits. Overall, increased fundamental understanding of the areas
outlined above will be critical to enable rational design of Li-0 2 electrodes that can
combine high rate capability on discharge, high round-trip efficiency on charge, and
reversible formation and oxidation of Li2O2 for longer cycle life.
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